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Welcome
by the Dean
Dear students,
Welcome to the academic year 2011-2012 at University College Utrecht! I hope that this handbook
will be helpful for your orientation to our academic practices, rules and regulations, and for getting
informed about campus life issues.
Your tutor will of course be able to help you with regard to curriculum planning and information
about academic rules. But please do not burden tutors, teachers and staff with questions to which the
answers are readily available in this handbook. You are all supposed to have a good idea about UCU
basics. Use this handbook to that purpose!
I want to draw your special attention to class attendance. It is of vital importance for the functioning of the UCU small scale interactive teaching and learning format, that all students are present and
well prepared in all classes from beginning to end. So make sure that you are in class on time, do not
extend breaks (teachers may not accept latecomers) and do your readings. And do not interpret the
rule that you will get an F for your course if you miss 25% of the classes as a license to skip 25%.
Another piece of advice: please save in your mobile phone the University Security telephone number:
030 253 4444. You should call this number in case of emergency, such as a fire or when in need of
medical assistance. This will assure that you will be able to get help promptly.
A final request: please study the section on fire regulations very carefully. We experienced a fire in a
housing unit (due to negligence) in 2009, and have put a lot of effort in making the fire prevention
rules as transparent as possible. Please live up to these rules in your units!
I wish you all a rewarding academic year!
Prof Rob van der Vaart
Dean / University College Utrecht
Welcome from the Dean
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and individual curriculum, driven by their moti-

the success of and the social need for higher

be asked to write papers, give presentations,

vation for learning, by the questions and issues

education based on the LAS philosophy.

lead discussions on reading materials, engage in
debate, work on assignments in small groups,

they want to pursue academically, and by their
UCU is the undergraduate Honors College of

ambitions. There are some curriculum require-

International College

analyze data, et cetera. They will receive feed-

Utrecht University. It offers its 700 students a

ments, of course, as explained in detail in the

There are more than fifty nationalities among

back on their work in order to improve their

BA or BSc program in Liberal Arts and Sci-

Academic Rules and Regulations (included in

UCU students. About 35% of the students

academic skills and levels of understanding.

ences. UCU is an international college with

this section of the Handbook). Students are

have a non-Dutch nationality. UCU students

students of more than fifty nationalities. We of-

required, for example, to take classes across

bring in diversity with regard to talents, experi-

Apart from such classroom activities, you will

fer students an environment that fosters active

the three departments (Humanities, Sciences,

ences, lifestyles and learning styles, academic

read course books and other materials, and

learning. As a residential college that encour-

Social Sciences) and to complete two ‘tracks’

interests, religions, mother tongues, and social

take examinations. The grading system is

ages active student life and participation, UCU

(sequences of courses up to the advanced level)

and cultural backgrounds. In combination with

explained in the Academic Rules and Regula-

is an academic community that not only aims

within the department of their major.

the residential setting, this rich diversity offers

tions. Academic study requires good plan-

plenty of opportunity for intercultural encounter,

ning; you will have four parallel classes every

at intellectual development, but also social engagement and intercultural understanding. The

As the quotation suggests, liberal education is

deepening of intercultural understanding, and

semester and each of the classes will have

promotion of excellence is a guiding principle

more than getting acquainted with various do-

for friendships across the globe.

deadlines for reading assignments, presenta-

in all aspects of UCU. Students benefit from tu-

mains of scholarship. Students are also encour-

torial guidance in setting out their study paths

aged to think across the borders of disciplines

The international character of University College

able to help you if you encounter problems

and realizing their academic ambitions.

and to develop cross- or interdisciplinary ways

Utrecht also implies a number of obligations for

with study planning.

of thinking, related to important questions and

all students and members of staff and faculty.

Liberal Arts & Sciences

issues in society or in academia. The ability to

The language on campus is English and we all

Academic community

According to the Association of American Col-

think creatively and ‘outside the box’, always

try to be sensitive to the fact that individual stu-

University College Utrecht is a residential

leges and Universities (AAC&U), “liberal educa-

grounded on a solid basis of disciplinary knowl-

dents may feel isolated or excluded if Dutch and

academic community where it is considered

tion is an educational philosophy rather than

edge, is an important competence for further

other languages are spoken instead. The inter-

normal to work hard and be eager to do well

a body of knowledge, specific courses, or type

study and for a professional career.

national composition and diversity of the student

in your academic work. Students organize

of institution. By drawing on a broad range of

tions, papers, and so forth. Your tutor will be

body is an important asset in many classes. The

many extracurricular activities that give an extra

knowledge, it asks students to grapple with

Thanks to the initiative and vision of professor

diversity in cultural, linguistic, and geographical

dimension to your education: lectures, perfor-

complicated, important issues, and usually ex-

Hans Adriaansens and the supportive action

backgrounds of the students is often used in

mances, debate clubs, community outreach

pects them to learn about at least one subject

of the Executive Board of Utrecht University,

classroom discussions, in order to gain a richer

activities, off-campus visits, student participa-

in greater depth and at an advanced level. Intel-

University College Utrecht opened its gates

understanding of issues being studied.

tion in academic affairs, and many more. More

lectual growth occurs as both broad and deep

in 1999. It was the first modern Liberal Arts

learning challenge previously held beliefs.”

and Sciences (LAS) international honors col-

Active learning

tions (UCSA and ASIC) can be found in Section
C of this handbook.

information about the two student organiza-

lege on the European continent. The fact that

Learning is at the center of UCU education.

This quotation summarizes a lot of what

more and more universities have started LAS

Teaching is supposed to facilitate learning. The

University College Utrecht is about. At UCU,

colleges, in various European countries but

small-scale and interactive class format creates

UCU is also a community for socializing: at par-

students, to a large extent, develop a specific

particularly in the Netherlands, seems to prove

optimal opportunity for learning. Students will

ties, in the bar, over a meal, or simply in your
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residential units. Many Dutch students go to

Tutors are involved in the process whereby

in this program start learning Chinese at UCU,

the opportunities they offer! More information

their parents’ homes during the weekend. They

students select courses, compose majors and

and then go to Xiamen for a more advanced

about academic opportunities offered within the

are encouraged to take non-Dutch UCU friends

minors, and plan their future studies and ca-

language course combined with Chinese culture

departments or across departments will become

with them now and then, and to give them ex-

reers. Together with their tutor, students reflect

and society courses.

available throughout the academic year: through

tra experiences of Dutch life and Dutch places.

on their performance and on difficulties they

Excellence
‘Eagerness to excel’ is part and parcel of UCU
culture. Many UCU students graduate with

information sessions, or via intranet.

may be facing in their academic work. Almost

Sciences Department

all tutors are also experienced teachers.

Head of department: professor Johannes

Many interesting fields of study cut across depart-

Boonstra

ments, such as Museum Studies, Neuroscience,

The department offers courses in mathematics,

or Linguistics. Another special program that is

physics, chemistry, earth and environment, life sci-

open to majors from all departments is the UCU

ence, cognitive neuroscience, and medical science.

in Africa Program that includes a field course in

The Departments

‘honors’ or ‘cum laude’ distinction. UCU graduates are accepted into highly selective masters’

All students will take at least one class in each

programs: abroad, at Utrecht University, or at

of the three departments: Humanities, Sciences,

other Dutch universities. The success rate of

and Social Sciences. In practice, most students

A special program of the department is the so-

UCU graduates in obtaining scholarships for

exceed this minimal requirement and take more

called Pre-medical Track that qualifies students

further study is very high compared to gradu-

classes in various departments out of interest.

for application to the highly selective SUMMA

ates from other institutions.

The departments have a physical presence on

master program at Utrecht University. This four

campus since they are located in different build-

year master program trains students to be medi-

University College Utrecht is solidly embedded

Excellence is not just a matter of student effort.

ings: Voltaire (Humanities), Newton (Sciences),

cal doctors / researchers.

in Utrecht University, one of the highest-ranking

It is an ambition of UCU as a whole: in teaching,

Locke (Social Sciences). This physical separation

tutoring, administrative procedures, commu-

does not mean that the departments are isolated

Social Sciences Department

Being part of UU is essential for UCU’s success.

nication, and all other domains of college life.

from each other; on the contrary, the Heads

Head of department: professor Aafke Komter

Most of the teachers at UCU are appointed by

Excellence is enhanced by a constructive critical

of Department work closely together with the

The department offers courses in sociology,

one of the seven Faculties of Utrecht University:

and self-critical attitude of all involved, an open

Director of Education for the improvement of

psychology, anthropology, geography, political

Sciences, Social Sciences, Humanities, Geo-Sci-

atmosphere, and quality assurance at all levels.

the UCU curriculum as a whole. Teachers from

science, law, and economics.

ences, Medical Studies, Veterinarian Studies, or

East Africa and an internship with an NGO, also

interdisciplinary courses.

Utrecht University

research universities on the European continent.

Law, Economics and Governance Studies. UCU

various departments may even collaborate in

Tutorial guidance

in East Africa (summer program).

A special program of the department is the Trans-

teachers are active researchers at their faculty.

national Law Program, in which students take

This way, UCU teachers can bring the current

tutorial system. Students receive personal guid-

Humanities Department

extra courses in (transnational) law, including an

state of research in their field to their classes.

ance from tutors normally assigned to then for

Head of department: professor Orlanda Lie

exchange semester at Washington University in

the duration of the bachelor program. Tutors

The department offers courses in languages,

Saint Louis. Successful completion of this program

UU offers many opportunities for gradu-

assist students with academic career guidance,

literature, classics, history, philosophy, religious

allows students to apply for a LLM program at the

ate study. Your teachers and the fellows in

including referral to other advisors. Beyond

studies, art history & museum studies, and

prestigious law school of Saint Louis.

the departments are an important source of

academic development per se, tutors provide a

performing arts. A special program of the depart-

measure of pastoral care, including referral to

ment is China Studies that includes a semester

Please keep in mind that these are just a few in-

senior teachers who coordinate and supervise

external professional services when necessary.

abroad at Xiamen University in China. Students

troductory sentences about the departments and

the course ‘tracks’ in a specific domain, such

The cornerstone of guidance of UCU is the
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as physics, geography, or philosophy. Master

• Stockholm University, Sweden (Science)

in the framework of UU-wide exchange agree-

Asia:

study information is available and events at

• Institut d’Etudes Politique de Lille, France

ments (with over fifty universities worldwide).

• Nanyang Technological University – Summer

UU will be announced to all students through

(Social Sciences)

our career development officer. The rich

• Jacobs University, Bremen, Germany

2. Special UCU programs abroad:

• Singapore Institute of Management, Global

research infrastructure of Utrecht University

• Leeds University, UK

• Transnational Law Program (semester abroad at

Eduation – Summer Institute

offers additional advantages such as the use of

• Sciences Po, Paris, France (Social Sciences)

Washington University Law School, St. Louis, US)

• Hanyang University – International Summer

laboratory or clinical facilities, and the option

• Scola Superiore di Studi Sant’Anna, Pisa, Italy

• China Program (semester abroad in Humani-

School (HISS)

of completing internships at research institutes.

• Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, Spain (Hu-

ties, at Xiamen University, China)

Many UU research groups are part of interna-

manities and Social Sciences)

• UCU in Africa Program (courses at UCU and

USA:

tional academic networks; teachers/researchers

• Universidad Castilla la Mancha, Spain

in Africa, internship in summer).

• Harvard Summer School

Research Internship Programme (SRI)

can therefore give advice on good MA/MSc

• University of California – Berkeley Summer
North America

3. Summer schools:

• Boston College, US

To obtain extra credits students can do courses

Utrecht University has excellent libraries, sports

• Queen’s University, Kingston, Canada

at summer and winter schools all over the

Mid-America & South-America:

facilities, cultural programs, and additional

• State University of New York, Binghamton, US

world during the breaks after UCU-fall and

• Universidad del Golfo de Mexico – Summer

services. As a UCU student, you have access to

• University of California, US

UCU-spring semester.

project

all these facilities. It is essential to explore UU

• University of Connecticut, US

Many UCU-exchange partners offer summer

• University of Alabama in Huntsville – Research

‘outside the gate’. Details about these facilities

• University of New Hampshire, US

schools and sometimes also winter schools in

& Study Abroad Program in Panama

can be found later in this handbook.

• University of Washington, Seattle, US

January ( Jacobs University for instance).

• University of Wisconsin, Madison, US

Overview:

Africa

Europe:

mer course Moroccan Arabic Dialect

• Rhodes University, South Africa

• University of Cambridge, Pembroke & King’s

• Rhodes University International School –

College – Summer School

Environment, Development and Sustainability in
[South] Africa

programs and PhD opportunities abroad.

Study Abroad
University College Utrecht encourages students

Sessions

Africa:
• Dutch Institute in Morocco (NIMAR) – Sum-

to study abroad for a semester or a summer.
The requirements for study abroad are listed in

Asia

• University of Exeter - Summer School

the Academic Rules and Regulations.

• Chinese University of Hong Kong, Ho College

• University of Leeds – Leeds International Sum-

• Handong Global University, South Korea

mer School

Detailed updated information regarding study

1. Semester abroad:

• Hanyang University, South Korea

• Université Nice Sophia Antipolis – Interna-

abroad programs will become available in fall

UCU has its own exchange and collaboration

• Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

tional Summer School (UIEN)

2011, both in booklet and on intranet.

agreements with the following universities:

• National University of Singapore

• Humanity in Action – Fellowship Program

• Underwood International College, Yonsei

• The Phoenix Institute – Summer Seminars (Vienna)

Europe

• University, South Korea

• Helsinki Summer School

• Exeter University, UK

• University of Hong Kong

• University of Potsdam – International Summer

• Queens University Belfast, UK (Humanities)
• Gotland University, Visby, Sweden

05 | Utrecht University - Study Abroad
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of as follows: HUM (Humanities) SCI (Science) SSC (Social Sciences). INT (interdepartmental) courses fulfill
requirements as described in the course outline. ACC (Academic Core) courses are skills courses that fulfill

§ 1 About University College Utrecht

requirements described for the respective majors.

1.1 The responsibility for University College Utrecht as a whole rests with the Dean. University College

2.5 Courses are offered at three levels (digit 9 in the UCU course catalogue): Introductory (1),

Utrecht (UCU) – a Liberal Arts and Sciences College – is the International Honors College of Utrecht

Intermediate (2) and Advanced (3).

University and offers a full time, undergraduate study program to students selected for admission. UCU

2.6 Courses are offered in different fields of study (digit 6-8 in UCU course catalogue)

is a residential college and students live on campus for the duration of their studies.

2.7 Students declare a major in Humanities, Science or Social Science at midterm of their second

1.2 The Academic Program, as well as the Academic Rules and Regulations, are set by the Dean, prior

semester of their first year; an interdepartmental major or a double major is also possible. Degree

to the start of each academic year, after consultation of the College Council and apply to the incoming

and major requirements are specified under §3.

cohort for the full duration of their study at UCU.

2.8 A track is a level 3 course and any courses that lead up to it.

1.3 It is the responsibility of every individual student to be aware of the academic rules and regula-

2.9 A field of study is an acknowledged academic discipline as defined in the UCU curriculum.

tions applicable to his/her enrolment.

2.10 Mid-term is the point half-way the semester.

1.4 The Heads of Department are responsible for the preparation and execution of the academic

2.11 Off Campus Courses are courses that are not offered at UCU but are taken in addition to

program within their department. UCU has three departments: (a) Humanities, (b) Science, (c) Social

courses at UCU. Courses of a fixed program such as TLP and Xiamen do not count towards the

Science, each led by a Head of Department.

total number of off campus courses.

1.5 The Director of Education carries the responsibility for coordinating all matters transcending

2.12 Exchange courses are courses that a student takes while on exchange. These courses do not

individual departments.

count towards the total number of off campus courses.

1.6 The Examination Board is responsible for the quality of examinations and diplomas. The Ex-

2.13 Each course can satisfy only one degree requirement at a time.

amination Board decides upon student requests regarding the content of their program ( such as
exemptions, fifth courses, off-campus courses, pass/fail courses, minor declarations, double majors,

§ 3 Academic Program

interdepartmental majors, change of major or of minor, special requests relating to exchange, transfer

The degree Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science is conferred upon students who have success-

of credits, and more generally, any issues relating to the educational standards of UCU.) The Examina-

fully met the following requirements:

tion Board also convenes to deal with appeals as described under § 8.2.1.
1.7 The Senior Tutor is responsible the tutorial system and decides upon student requests regarding

3.1 First year requirements

the planning of their study program (such as extensions, withdrawals, cancellation of registration,

3.1.1 Each student must take 8 courses in the first year, subject to the following requirements:

course registration).

• Academic Skills & Practice
• Complete at least one course in all three departments (breadth requirement), not including

§ 2 Standard Terms

the required Language & Culture course. (First years who want to take a L&C course in their first

2.1 The program of study consists of six consecutive semesters in which students complete four

semester must ask for course admittance (=level placement) by the teacher of the course they

courses per semester.

want to take.)

2.2 The six semesters are divided into a first year (semester 1-2), second year (semester 3-4) and
third year (semester 5-6).

The degree Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science is conferred upon students who have success-

2.3 A course carries a study load of 210 hours, including class hours, group work, and prepara-

fully met the following requirements:

tion for class. A study load of 210 hours is the equivalent of 7.5 ECTS.
2.4 Courses are labeled (digits 3-5 in the UCU course catalogue) according the majors that they are part

07 | Academic Rules and Regulations
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3.2.1 All the following requirements must be met for the degree:

3.5.5 Students who have completed requirements in 3.4.2, 3.4.3 and 3.4.4, but complete only

• first year requirements as specified in §3.1.1

ten courses in the Science department are eligible for a Bachelor of Arts degree in Science.

• complete (at least) 180 ECTS in six semesters
• complete requirements for a major in a department or combination of departments as specified in

3.6 Specific requirements for a Bachelor of Arts with an interdepartmental major

§3.2-3.7

3.6.1 An interdepartmental major is a combination of at least 10 related HUM, SCI and/or SSC

• attain a grade point average of 2.0 (C) or higher

courses within a three-year program.

• attain a C- or higher for the required number of level 3 courses, research thesis and the required

3.6.2 At least two tracks must be completed combining HUM, SCI and SSC.

level 2 methodology courses

3.6.3 The required methodology courses must be completed as indicated for the majors that the

• pass the English exit level assessment

track finishers are part of. (see § 3.2.3, § 3.3.3, § 3.4.3).

• complete a Language & Culture course, level to be determined on basis of secondary school tran-

3.6.4 A Bachelor’s Thesis within the field of one of the track finishers must be completed.

script and/or assessment by UCU Language & Culture teacher. (This requirement, or the prerequisite

3.6.5 An interdepartmental major must be approved by the Examination Board. Students must

course in case the student needs one must be satisfied before the end of the 3rd semester.)

submit a course program in their second year (form available on intranet).

• At least three of the courses taken to complete major requirements (see 3.2-3.5 below) must be
completed at level 3, not including the Bachelor’s Thesis. At least two out of these three level-3

3.7 Specific requirements for Bachelor of Arts and/or Science with a double major

courses must be taken at UCU.

3.7.1 A double major is a major is combination of two HUM, SCI and/or SSC majors within a

• Complete a Bachelor’s Thesis as described in § 3.13.

three-year program.
3.7.2 All the requirements for both majors must be satisfied (see § 3.2, §3.3, §3.4).with the ex-

3.3 Specific requirements for a Bachelor of Arts degree in Humanities

ception that only in case of a double major a single-credit thesis (7,5 ECTS) can be combined with

3.3.1 At least ten HUM labeled courses must be completed. The ten HUM courses taken for major

a double-credit thesis (15 ECTS).

requirements may not include the UCHUMMET21 methodology course (see 3.2.3) or the Language

3.7.3 Students must submit a course program before the beginning of the Second year to the

and Culture course taken to satisfy the general Language and Culture requirement (see 3.2.1.).

Senior Tutor (form available on intranet).

3.3.2 At least two tracks must be completed in different fields of study within the Humanities (HUM).
3.3.3 The UCHUMMET21 Methodology course must be completed

3.8 Transfer of credit
3.8.1 Students who have completed (the equivalent of) one year of university can request transfer

3.4 Specific requirements for a Bachelor of Arts degree in Social Science

of up to one year of credits, prior to enrollment, if the following conditions are met:

3.4.1 At least ten SSC courses must be completed.

• The university program is recognized as and/or meets the criteria of a first year of study at a

3.4.2 At least two tracks must be completed in different fields of study within the Social Sciences (SSC).

Dutch university. The year must comprise a broad program of courses carrying (the equivalent of)

3.4.3 The UCACCMET11 and UCACCMET21 Methods & Statistics courses must be completed.

60 ECTS.
• The student requests Transfer of Credit before enrollment and supplies the Examination Board

3.5 Specific requirements for a Bachelor of Science degree

with information about the previous institution (credit system, workload) and courses taken at

3.5.1 At least twelve SCI labeled courses must be completed.

that institution (course descriptions, level, workload)

3.5.2 At least two tracks must be completed in different fields of study within the Sciences (SCI).

3.8.2 If the conditions under § 3.8.1 are met, 30 or 60 ECTS can be transferred. Specific exemp-

3.5.3 Three science laboratory methods modules must be completed (=equal to 7.5 ECTS).

tions may be granted for certain courses. Students who have been granted a transfer of credit

3.5.4 At least one of the following courses must be completed: UCSCIMAT11, UCSCIMAT12,

will begin either in semester 2 or 3, as described under § 2.2.

UCSCIMAT13 or UCSCIMAT14.

3.8.3 Requirements are the same as for a 6-semester program, with the exception that the

09 | Academic Rules and Regulations
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student can count courses for which s/he has been exempted towards the chosen major. Courses

3.11.2 A minor consists of 4 or more content-related courses with a total of 30 ECTS or nearest

which have been transferred without specific exemption can be used if they carry the equivalent

over.

number of credits and major labeling.

3.11.3 A request for a minor with a detailed course proposal (form available on intranet) must be
submitted to the Examination Board before the start of the last semester of study.

3.9 Exceptions to Course Load and Semester Requirements

3.11.4 With the exception of the Business minor (offered by USE) at least one of the four courses

3.9.1 Students can request a reduced course load to accommodate special circumstances (mem-

must be completed at University College Utrecht. If off campus or exchange courses are included

ber of ASC or UCSA board, compelling personal circumstances or serious health problems). The

in the minor, the student must supply course information with the minor request.

request must be accompanied by a plan to make up for credit shortage and must be filed in

3.11.5 At least one of the courses included in the minor must be at level 3.

advance.

3.11.6 All courses in the minor must be passed with a grade of C or higher. Pass/Fail courses are

3.9.2 Students can request a Leave of Absence for a maximum of one semester for academic or

not allowed.

personal reasons. A Leave of Absence implies that the student is expected to return after the approved period.

3.12 Course admittance and registration

3.9.3 Students who have permission for a leave of Absence can reregister without reapplying.

3.12.1 Unless otherwise specified in the course outline, level 1 courses are open to all students,

3.9.4 Students who would like to return to UCU after an absence of more than one semester

level 2 courses have level 1 prerequisites, and level 3 courses have prerequisites at level 2.

must reapply for admission.

3.12.2 Prerequisites are published in each course outline: http://www.uu.nl/EN/faculties/universi-

3.9.5 A leave of absence is granted by the Dean. When there are academic reasons for Leave of

tycollege/studying/courses/Pages/Courses.aspx.

Absence, the Dean is advised by the Senior Tutor; for personal reasons the Dean is advised by the

3.12.3 Each course has a maximum of 28 students. Therefore no guarantees for course place-

Student Life Officer.

ment can given.

3.9.6 All UU regulations for top sporters and students with disabilities (including dyslexia) are ap-

3.12.4 Each student decides on a preferred course schedule and possible alternatives with his/her

plicable to UCU students.

tutor before the beginning of each semester.
3.12.5 The student’s schedule in any given semester/summer term is based on the students pref-

3.10 Major declaration

erences and the availability of places in the courses on offer.

3.10.1 During the midterm tutor meetings in their second semester each student declares a major

3.12.6 Students who receive a D+, D or D- in a particular course do not thereby meet the entry

in Humanities, Science (BA/BSc), Social Science, or a double or interdepartmental major. A major

requirements for any more advanced courses that include that course in their prerequisites. (see §

declaration form must be completed and submitted to the Registrar (form available on intranet).

3.12.7)

3.10.2 Any changes of major have to take place in the second year of study and must be ap-

3.12.7 Students must obtain permission from their tutor to enroll in any course. If a student

proved by the Senior Tutor.

wants to enroll in a course without meeting the prerequisites, he or she also needs permission

3.10.3 Since interdepartmental majors need explicit approval of the Examination Board and

from the instructor to enroll. The course instructor may require the student to complete extra

double majors from the Senior Tutor, the student must prepare a study plan with his/her tutor

reading and/or assignments. This is also applicable to Exchange students. The student, the tutor

and submit this for approval. (form available on intranet). See § 3.6 and §3.7 for details.

and the course instructor must complete a Course Admittance form (form available on intranet)
before the start of the course. Grades received for a course for which the student was not for-

3.11 Minor

mally registered will not be recorded on the student’s transcript.

3.11.1 Students may choose to complete one or more minors outside their major department, or

3.12.8 Changes in course enrollment are allowed up the end of the first week of each semester,

in Academic Core. The Business minor offered by the Utrecht School of Economics (USE) counts

or up to the end of day two of a summer term. Students changing a course are responsible for

as being outside any major department.

catching up on the work already covered. Class sessions missed before the course was added
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count towards attendance as described in § 4.4.

3.16.1 All students may take up to two off campus courses in their second or third year. Students

3.12.9 Students in their second or third year with a GPA equal to or higher than 3.5 are allowed

who do not go on exchange may take up to three off campus courses. Students who take the

to take a fifth course, provided there are sufficient places available in the course. Students who

Business minor offered by USE can take all four courses it comprises off campus.

want to take a fifth course in their second or third year with a GPA between 3.0 and 3.5 must file

3.16.2 The content of courses taken off campus for credit must not overlap with the content of a

a request (form available on intranet).

UCU course taken for credit.
3.16.3 A request to include an off-campus course must be submitted to the Examination Board

3.13 Bachelor’s thesis

(form available on intranet). In case the student wants to use an off campus course for a specific

3.13.1 The number of ECTS of a Bachelor’s Thesis carries 15 ECTS. It is valued at the level 3 but

UCU requirement (e.g. required level 3 course, L&C requirement, methodology requirement) this

cannot be used to finish a track. The thesis counts as two courses within the major.

must indicated explicitly in the request, and specific information on content, workload, level, as-

3.13.2 Procedures on the Bachelor’s Thesis can be found on the Intranet.

sessment must be included.
3.16.4 If the course has a study load of less than 7.5 ECTS credits, the student has to make up for

3.14 Internships

the loss of credits as soon as possible. The student either:

3.14.1 Students may include an internship in their study program for a maximum of 7,5 ECTS, if

• completes additional assignments for the missing credits. A description of the proposed assign-

approved by the Head of Department.

ment and a signature of the course instructor must accompany the request to the Examination

3.14.2 Internships are valued at level 2. If an internship leads to a research thesis that meets the

Board.

criteria of the UCU Bachelor’s Thesis (15 ECTS, level) and is approved as such, it is valued and

• The student takes (an) additional course(s).

registered on the transcript as Bachelor’s Thesis at level 3.

3.16.5 Re-takes of exams are not permitted. If the student fails the course by UCU standards (i.e.

3.14.3 Procedures on the Internship can be found on the Intranet.

scored an F for the course), s/he may repeat it, but the first grade <once registered> will remain
on record. A re-sit exam is possible when a number grade 5 is received, if the host institution al-

3.15 Honors thesis

lows it under the rules and conditions established by the host institution.

3.15.1 An Honors Thesis has a study load equivalent of one UCU course of 7.5 ECTS, i.e. 210

3.16.6 Examination rules, including retake regulations of the host institution are applicable on off

hours in one semester. The academic work finds its expression in a written document and in-

campus courses. Grades obtained for courses taken outside UCU are transferred according the

cludes literature research as well as the student’s own research. Research outside of UCU can be a

Registrar’s conversion list. For off campus courses taken at UU, numerical grades will appear in

substantial part of the thesis.

Osiris. These grades will be converted according the Registrar’s conversion list on the official final

3.15.2 A student must have a GPA of 3.7 or higher in order to be eligible to write an Honors

transcript. Pass/fail grades are allowed under the conditions specified in § 4.2. Grades obtained

Thesis. An Honors Thesis can only be written on invitation of the Head of Department.

for off-campus courses taken at UU are registered in Osiris by the host institution using their

3.15.3 The Honors Thesis can only be written in the department of the student’s major or minor.

conventions.

Prerequisite for an Honors Thesis is a level-3 course in a related field.
3.15.4 An Honors Thesis does not replace one of the required level-3 courses.

3.17 Summer courses

3.15.5 An Honors Thesis cannot replace the bachelor’s thesis.

3.17.1 Summer term is a period of five consecutive weeks following the spring semester.

3.15.6 The Honors Thesis is completed in addition to the 24 courses required for graduation and

3.17.2 Classes meet anywhere between three and five times a week, to be determined by the

in addition to the regular number of courses per semester (§ 2.1). A student can write only one

course instructor.

Honors Thesis during his/her studies at UCU.

3.17.3 Students can take only one summer course per semester. A summer course demands full
time study during the summer term.

3.16 Off campus courses
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3.18 Study Abroad

UCU transcript. The number of credits registered on the transcript will be converted to ECTS. Nu-

3.18.1 Students can study abroad for one semester in semester 3 (China/Chinese Studies program

meral grades are converted to the UCU letter grades.

only), semester 4 or semester 5 (all available exchange programs) or in the Summer after semester 4

3.18.7 If reasons beyond the student’s control make it impossible for a student to complete the

or 6 (UCU in Africa, Geography field course).

equivalent of 30 ECTS during the semester abroad, the student must inform the Exchange Officer

3.18.2 Educational activities abroad administered by UCU may be subject to specific requirements

And his/her tutor and make up for the credit shortage as soon as possible.

and are subject to the terms of the agreement made with parties involved. These include the Trans-

3.18.8 The official transcript issued by the host institution will be attached to the student’s diploma

national Law Program, the China/Chinese Studies Program, and UCU in Africa.

upon graduation.

3.18.3 Students who meet the following criteria, can apply to study abroad for one semester:

3.18.9 Students who cancel their semester abroad later than July 1st prior to academic year of the

• A 3.0 cumulative grade point average over previous semesters

exchange must pay a €200 administration fee.

• No shortage of credit

3.18.10 UCU may set a maximum to the number of students going on exchange per semester.

• No social or academic probation while on exchange (see §5)

ay set a maximum to the number of students going on exchange per semester.

• No more than 30 ECTS transfer credits (i.e. students who are completing their degree in 4 semesters at University College Utrecht will have to apply for an extra semester if they wish to go on

§ 4 Assessment / Examination

exchange).
• Proficiency at the intermediate (2) level in the language of instruction at the host institution.

4.1 Grading and credits

These criteria must be met not only at the time of application, but also at the point of departure for

4.1.1 University College Utrecht uses a five letter grading system.

a study abroad destination.

These grades indicate the following:

3.18.4 If the student meets these criteria, s/he files a UCU exchange application form with the

A

: very good (A+

Exchange Officer. The request includes a short motivation and a course proposal signed by the

B

: good

student’s tutor (form available on intranet).

C

: pass

After receiving permission from the Exchange Officer on behalf of the Examination Board, the

D

: bare pass (see § 3.11.5)

student can apply to the study abroad program s/he is interested in. If this program is not part of

F

: fail

an exchange agreement with either UCU or UU, permission from the Director of Education and

P

: pass (see § 4.2)

Examination Board is required. Permission from UCU to go on exchange does not guarantee a place

NC

: not completed

: outstanding)

at the desired location.
3.18.5 Students must hand in a learning agreement with their final course plan as soon as they

The following Grade Points correspond to the

have registered at the host university. The Examination Board judges course content and pos-

letter grades:

sible overlap to decide which courses can be taken for credit. All changes in this agreement have
to be approved by the Examination Board. Courses that are taken on exchange which have not

4.1.2 A regular course load at University Col-

been approved will not carry credit at UCU. In case the student wants to use an course taken on

lege is worth 7,5 ECTS, which is the equivalent

exchange for a specific UCU requirement (e.g. required level 3 course, L&C requirement, methodol-

of 210 hours of work.

ogy requirement) this must indicated explicitly in the request, and specific information on content,

4.1.3 A grade point average is computed by

workload, level, assessment must be included.

adding up the grade points and dividing them

3.18.6 The student is responsible for completing a course program abroad that meets the UCU

by the number of courses, excluding courses

study load of 30 ECTS. All courses, credits, and grades achieved on exchange will appear on the

for which a withdrawal was granted or which
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Letter grade

Grade point

A

4.0

A-

3.7

B+

3.3

B

3.0

B-

2.7

C+

2.3

C

2.0

C-

1.7

D+

1.3

D

1.0

D-

0.7

F

0.0

NC

0.0
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have the grade P. Course with a study load other than 7,5 ECTS are calculated into the GPA

4.4.3 A course instructor may deduct letter grades for repeated absence from class as indicated in

proportionally.

the course manual.

4.1.4 Whenever the term ‘GPA’ or ‘grade point average’ is used, it refers to the student’s cumulative GPA, unless otherwise indicated. ‘Semester GPA’ refers to the grade point average for a

4.5 Deadlines and extensions

specific semester, ‘Level GPA’ refers to the grade point for a certain level, and ‘final GPA’ refers to

4.5.1 The course instructor may deduct letter grades for assignments that are handed in late.

the grade point average received upon graduation, which is calculated over the student’s last four

4.5.2 The due date for final papers, exams or assignments in each semester can be no later than

semesters (or the full semesters in which the credits over 60 were earned).

the last day of the semester. Instructors must specify the exact deadline and place of delivery for
final papers. It is the student’s responsibility to make sure the instructor receives the work on

4.2 Pass/Fail

time.

4.2.1 Second or Third year students in good academic standing (as defined in § 5) may take one

4.5.3 If a student needs an extension beyond the last day of the semester for a valid reason, such

course as Pass/Fail, provided this course is not (part of) the major, minor, or breadth requirement.

as illness, a request must be filed for a maximum of one week through the instructor and tutor.

4.2.2 The student must declare to take a course pass/fail by the end of week 3 in the semester

The extension has to be requested before the end of the semester.

(form available on intranet). Once a course has been declared as pass/fail it cannot be undeclared.

4.5.4 Extensions for more than one week must be submitted to the senior tutor through the

4.2.3 Upon completion of the course, the student receives a Pass if s/he would have obtained a

instructor and tutor, and will only be granted in cases of serious illness, emergency or extenuating

letter grade of C- or higher. A letter grade below C- is recorded as a Fail.

personal circumstances.

4.2.4 The Pass (P) or Fail (F) grade will appear on the student’s transcript as any other grade. A

4.5.5 Missed deadlines that have not been authorized by extensions in conformity with the afore-

Fail counts towards the student’s GPA, a Pass does not count towards the student’s GPA.

mentioned will result in an F for the assignment.

4.2.5 Courses taken off campus and on exchange must meet the conditions set above. For off
campus and exchange courses, a P/F must be approved in advance by the Exam Board.

4.6 Withdrawal
4.6.1 In case of serious illness or extenuating personal circumstances, a student who is unable to

4.3 Assessment in courses

complete a course may apply to the senior tutor to withdraw from the course without penalty.

4.3.1 The student’s performance in courses is evaluated continuously: based on e.g. mid-term and

Together with his/her tutor, the student proposes a solution for the shortage of credit incurred.

final exams, (group) assignments, presentations, class participation, and research papers.

4.6.2 The request must be supported by the tutor, and accompanied by a letter from a physician

4.3.2 Each course outline indicates the method of assessment as well as the weight for each component.

or counselor or written positive advice by the student life officer.

4.3.3 No single assessment item can count for more than 40% of the final grade.

4.6.3 Students who request a withdrawal for an entire semester will be asked to have an evalua-

4.3.4 A student who is absent from (one of) his or her courses for more than 25% of all classes will

tion meeting before returning to University College Utrecht.

not receive credit for the work of that course.

4.6.4 In case a withdrawal is granted the student will be deregistered from the course. Partial

4.3.5 The examiner has the right to make argued deviations from the calculated average grade in

results, if any, will be deleted.

the final grade for the entire course.
4.7 Repeating a course
4.4 Attendance

4.7.1 It is not possible to repeat a course for credit, unless:

4.4.1 Students are required to attend all classes including Tuesday afternoon academic activities

• the student has withdrawn from the course with permission from the Senior Tutor or

as indicated in the course manual.

• the course is a specific degree requirement

4.4.2 If a student incidentally has a valid reason to miss a class, s/he must inform the course

4.7.2 If a student repeats a course the (s)he has failed the course earlier the first grade will also

instructor and tutor in advance.

remain on record and count into the GPA.
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4.8 Shortage of credit

5.1) and fulfill the following academic requirements:

4.8.1 If a student does not obtain 30 ECTS per semester, s/he has credit shortage.

• Earn 30 ECTS per semester, unless a course load reduction has been approved by the Examina-

4.8.2 The credit shortage must be made up within two semesters of its occurrence.

tion Board

4.8.3 A student entering his/her final semester with a credit shortage may only do so with a study

• Pass all courses

plan approved by the senior tutor before the start of the final semester.

• Maintain a 2.0 grade point average in any given semester and overall
• Not earn more than one D in any given semester or any two subsequent semesters.

4.9 Grade list / Transcript

• Not earn a grade lower than C- for any of the courses mentioned under § 3.2.1.

4.9.1 Each student can log onto OSIRIS Student to see his or her results. All gradesare published
on this site by the course instructors within 10 working days after completion of the course.

5.3 Measures/Academic probation/expulsion

4.9.2 A student can appeal a grade within four weeks after its publication on Osiris Student by

5.3.1 If a student fails to remain in good academic standing, s/he will be placed on academic

filing a request with the Examination Board. For the procedure see §8.2.

probation.

4.9.3 Official copies of a grade list can be obtained from the UCU administration.

5.3.2 If a student is placed on academic probation, s/he will have a meeting with his/her tutor

4.9.4 Upon graduation each student receives an official transcript. The transcript lists all courses

and the Senior Tutor to discuss academic progress and possibilities for improvement. A probation

taken for the degree and the grades obtained, as well as the final GPA (§4.1.4).

contract is completed (form available on intranet); the probation contract contains specific condi-

4.9.5 The official transcript is only issued once at graduation, but students can have official copies

tions and aims the student has to meet, such as a specific grade point average.

made by the UCU administration.

5.3.3 A student on academic probation:
• Will meet regularly with his or her tutor,

§ 5 Good standing

• May not take more than 30 ECTS,
• May not hold an elected office,

5.1 General understandings

• May only work for University College Utrecht with explicit prior permission,

5.1.1 All students enrolled at UCU have signed the Campus Rules; this implies that students agree

• Must make up for any credit shortage within two semesters of its occurrence,

with all requirements, measures and procedures to maintain good standing as implied by UCU’s

5.3.4 The Senior Tutor will review a student’s record at the end of the following semester to recom-

mission; these requirements need not all be spelled out explicitly or in detail.

mend to the Dean what action is appropriate. The Dean may require such a student to change his/her

5.1.2 In order to remain in good standing students need to fulfill the requirements of good academic

course program, to complete additional work, or to withdraw from the college in case the student’s

standing and good social (see Student Handbook, Campus Life, Rules and Regulations).standing

results have not improved to a satisfactory level as determined in the student’s probation contract.

5.1.3 Measures and procedures are aimed at encouraging, or, if needed, enforcing good stand-

5.3.5 If the academic performance of the student would require academic probation a second time,

ing; students who abuse or ignore the Rules and Regulations as stated in the campus guidelines

either in consecutive or non-consecutive semesters, the student will have to leave the college, unless

and rules are – depending on the gravity of the situation – subject to a fine, social probation, or

the Dean decides otherwise. The Dean will inform the student in writing as soon as possible.

expulsion. This is in accordance with the Reglement University College Utrecht, art. 2.1., as ap-

5.3.6 A student on academic probation who fails to remain in good standing (academic or social)

proved by the College van Bestuur, 29 June 2004.

during the probation semester will be required to leave the college immediately, unless the Dean

5.1.4 UCU actions/measures do not detract from the right/obligation of any party to involve the

decides otherwise.

law enforcement or the judicial system at any stage and for whatever reason.

5.3.7 The student and his or her parents/guardians will be informed of the probationary status
and/or decision that s/he has to leave the college in writing.

5.2 Requirements for good academic standing

5.3.8 The student has the right to file an appeal to the Dean.

To remain in good academic standing students must observe the academic Honor Code (see §

5.3.9 For appeals see § 8.2
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5.4 Academic fraud / plagiarism

to determine whether a higher distinction is in order; no petitions for a review can be made. If an

5.4.1 Each member of UCU has the obligation to uphold the academic standards of University

academic integrity violation (§5.4) has been registered for the student, the Dean decides on any

College Utrecht. The basic premise on which this code is based is that the learning process is a

distinction.

product of individual effort and commitment accompanied by moral and intellectual integrity. The
Examination Board will review any infractions.

§ 7 Diploma and Transcript

5.4.2 Fraud and plagiarism are defined as an action or failure to act on the part of a student,

7.1 The diploma and transcript are issued once all graduation requirements (academic and finan-

whereby a correct assessment of his or her knowledge, insight and skills is made impossible, in

cial) have been met at the end of the semester. An official Commencement Day with a gradua-

full or in part.

tion ceremony takes place once a year at the end of the second semester. A smaller graduation

5.4.3 In case of fraud or plagiarism, the instructor must inform the tutor. A meeting between the

celebration is organized for students graduating in December.

student, instructor, and tutor is then held. The conclusions are written in a report (form available on

7.2 Students who have not yet completed their graduation requirements at deadline indicated

intranet) which is signed by all three parties. This report is sent to the Examination Board, with a copy

in the academic calendar on graduation day will receive a provisional certificate that will be

to the Senior Tutor. The Examination Board decides on the punishment, which may range from an F for

exchanged for the official diploma as soon as all requirements have been completed. See the

the assignment to an F for the course. In extreme cases or repeated infractions the Examination Board

intranet on the calendar for the printing of diplomas.

may refer the case to the Dean who may require the student to leave the college. The student, instruc-

7.3 Students who have not met all financial obligations to the college at the time of graduation

tor, and tutor are informed in writing about this decision and the decision is registered. The student can

will receive their diploma and transcript after written arrangements have been made to settle the

appeal the decision using the standard appeal procedure (see § 8.2)

remainder of their debts.

§ 8 Requests to the Examination Board
§ 6 Graduation/Academic Distinctions
8.1 Requests for exemptions
6.1 Graduation requirements

8.1.1 Requests for exemptions to all rules above pertaining to the educational program are to be

6.1.1 It is the student’s responsibility to fulfill all requirements for the degree and the specific

made in writing to the Examination Board. Special forms are available on which these requests

degree requirements as outlined under § 3.

can be indicated (form available on intranet). The Examination Board will consider the circum-

6.1.2 Students must have cleared all financial debts to UCU unless the Dean decides otherwise.

stances, consult the student’s tutor and/or obtain extra information if necessary, and decide
whether an exception can be made. The Examination Board strives to handle all requests within

6.2 Distinction

10 working days.

6.2.1 The final grade point average upon
graduation will be calculated over the last four

2.00 to 2.99 GPA

No qualification

semesters or the full semesters in which the

3.00 to 3.49 GPA

Honors

credits over 60 were earned.

3.50 to 3.79 GPA

Cum laude

6.2.2 The following distinction will be awarded

3.80 to 3,89 GPA

Magna cum laude

appeal must be filed within four weeks of publication of the decision of the Examination Board.

with the Bachelor Degree, based on the final

3.90 to 4.00 GPA

Summa cum laude

Information about how the Board of Appeals operates, which cases can be put before them, the

8.2 Appeal
8.2.1 If the student wants to appeal the final decision by the Examination Board, s/he can
contact the Board of Appeals of Utrecht University (College van Beroep voor de Examens). The

GPA:

requirements an appeal has to meet, the procedures that must be followed etc. can be found in a

6.2.3 The Dean will review borderline cases in §

special manual which can be requested at the following address:

6.2.2 (maximum of 0.02 below required) in order
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Calendar 2011-2012

Utrecht University
Postbus 80125

National Holidays

Academic Calendar

2011:

Fall semester: 29-08-2011 - 16-12-2011

Christmas / December 25 - 26

break: 17-10-2011 - 21-10-2011

3508 TC Utrecht
030-253 3075

§ 9 Final provisions

Christmas break: 17-12-2011 - 29-01-2012

9.1 Changes in academic rules take effect at the beginning of each academic year.

Spring semester: 30-01-2012 - 22-05-2012

9.2 All changes apply to all students, except for changes in § 3. These will apply from the first year of

2012:

break: 19-03-2012 - 23-03-2012

the student’s enrollment at University College Utrecht for the duration of their studies. An overview of

New Year’s Day / January 1

Summer term: 29-05-2012 - 28-06-2012

the different degree requirements for different cohorts of students is available on the intranet.

Good Friday / April 6

9.3 The academic rules are published each year in the Student Handbook that is distributed to all

Easter / April 8 - 9

NB: Ascension on 17-05, exam

first year students. The text is also available on the University College Utrecht Intranet.

Queen’s day / April 30

week until Tuesday 22-05-2012

9.4 Each member of the University College Utrecht community is responsible for knowing all

Liberation day / May 5

NB: summer term starts on Tuesday 29-05-2012

academic Rules and Regulations. Each student is responsible for planning a course of study in

Ascension day / May 17

due to Pentecost

accordance with those regulations and the requirements for the degree, within the possibilities of

Pentecost / May 27 - 28

NB: although the utmost care has been taken

the course schedule.

to make sure all dates in this overview are correct, it is possible that dates change during the

Procedures

year. Please check the Academic Calendar on

Prodedures can be found on the UCU intranet.

Intranet for the most recent information.

Calender Fall Semester 2011 - 2012
Date
August 22

Other

August 24
August 29

Registration deadline for off
campus courses
Classes begin

September 1

Last day to request course changes,
before 13:00

September 15

Last day to register Pass/Fail
courses

October
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Deadlines

Introduction starts: Student housing
opens for new students - returning
students cannot move in this day

Language testing day for admission
into language courses in Spring / Fall
2012 semester
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Calender Fall Semester 2011 - 2012
Date
October 17-21

Deadlines

Mid-term break

Date

Other

Mid-term tutor meetings

- Declare major for second
semester students
- Bachelor’s Thesis registration
Winter 2011/Spring 2012
Registration for Winter modules
lab course

November 18

Deadline exchange applications Fall
2012 and Spring 2013

November 25-26

UCU open days

November 28 December 16

Online Course evaluations

December 16

Last day of classes Fall semester

December 19

Graduation ceremony
class of 2011 ½

January 2, 2012

Student housing closes for those not
in residence in Spring

January 6

Deadline course admission forms
Spring 2012

Last day to register Pass/Fail
courses

February 27

Registration deadline for laboratory
courses in summer term

March 17

UCU open day

March 19 - 23

Midterm break

March 23

Deadline Midterm Evaluations

March 26 – April 5

Mid-term tutor meetings

April 6

No classes – Good Friday

April 9

No classes – Easter Monday

May 7 - 22

Online Course evaluations

May 22
May 17

No classes - Ascension Day

Grades deadline Fall semester

May 22

Last day of classes Spring semester

Grades deadline Winter Term

May 28

No classes – Pentecost

May 29 – June 28*

Summer term

May 30

Calender Spring Semester 2012
Date

Other

January 19

Student housing opens for returning
students

January 23

Student housing opens for new
students

January 23 – 27

Introduction week

January 30

Classes begin

February

Language testing day for admission
into language courses in Fall 2012 /
Spring 2013 semester

February 2

25 | Calendar 2011-2012

Deadlines

Registration deadline for off
campus courses Spring Semester

June 11

- Declare major for second
semester students
- Research thesis registration
Summer / Fall 2012
- summer course registration

Final changes summer term
registration (except lab course)

Winter lab course modules

February 10

Deadlines

February 17
Deadline Midterm Evaluations

October 30

January 9 – 27
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Calender Spring Semester 2012
Other

October 21
October
24-November 4

2011 - 2012

Deadline Course Admission Forms
Fall 2012

Deadline grades Spring Semester
Graduation Ceremony Class of 2012

June 29*

Students move off campus, before
12:00

July 12

Deadline grades Summer courses

August 31

Ultimate deadline handing in
Bachelor’s Thesis, Internship reports
and Honors Thesis for graduates

* Check intranet for definitive dates

Last day to request course changes,
before 13:00
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Sanctions in case
of infraction of the
Social Honor Code

Residence Life

any concerns directly to the other individuals

University College Utrecht students are ex-

involved. S/he should try to communicate in

pected to live on campus for the duration of

a constructive and reasonable way, indicating

1.Infractions of the social part of the Honor

their studies at UCU. University College Utrecht

willingness to compromise if appropriate.

Code can lead to the following sanctions, de-

6. The Dean will decide on any of these mea-

pending on the gravity of the infraction:

sures on the basis of a recommendation by the

considers residential living to be an integral part
of all students’ education. Students come from

5. Expulsion from the College will take place in
extreme cases.

• If a student’s attempts do not resolve the

Student Life Officer and in consultation with the

varied backgrounds and the houses provide

problem, or if any individual or group is

• A warning for a first offence

unique opportunities for them to learn about

repeatedly disrespectful of the rights of

• Social probation

each other’s experiences. Harmonious campus

others or fails to abide by the College’s

• Exclusion from Campus for other than aca-

7. The Dean will inform student(s) in case of

life requires that all students behave in accor-

expectations, the student should report the

demic purposes

pending social probation/expulsion/exclusion;

dance with UCU’s Social Honor Code.

problem/issue to the House Master who

• Expulsion from the College

students who are not available within 24 hours

Managing Director.

will inform the Student Life Officer in view

Social Honor Code
• As a member of a residential community,
each University College Utrecht student is

of a request lose their right to be informed in

of further action; the student may also ap-

Infractions always entail (financial) repair of any

proach his or her tutor for personal advice

damages a student may have caused in

about coping with a situation.

the process.

advance.
8. In case urgent action is advised following §

challenged to balance the freedom of the

5.4.7 the Dean reserves the right to take im-

individual and respect for others. Learning to

• If a student feels that he or she has been a

2. A first offence that is not serious enough for

respond maturely, to take responsibility, to co-

victim of harassment or discrimination on

outright social probation will be punished with

operate with others and to overcome adversity

any basis, or if a student feels that he or she

a warning; two infractions in the same semester

9. Social probation entails that the student

are important elements of personal growth

has been the victim of coerced or involun-

automatically lead to social probation for the

may not hold elected office at or work for

and of the UCU educational philosophy.

tary sexual contact, s/he should consult with

semester or year, depending on the severity of

University College Utrecht, and the student

tutor or the Student Life Officer. Consulta-

the infraction.

may not participate in any exchange pro-

• An integral part of the educational philosophy is to show respect for the natural

tion does not commit a student to pursuing
a complaint.

environment, ranging from prevention of
wasteful behavior of resources (e.g. water

• University College Utrecht has a substance

or energy) and safe disposal of materials to

abuse policy. Students are expected to be

making contributions to sustainability.

familiar with this policy and abide by its
regulations.

• In any group living situation, there may be
times when individuals infringe on the rights of

• University College Utrecht has party guide-

mediate measures.

gram. The student may be required to meet
3. All serious offences such as violation of the

periodically with the Student Life Officer or

law, abuse of/endangering the safety of others,

his or her tutor whenever this is deemed

gross negligence or destruction of UCU property,

appropriate. The student may face additional

will directly lead to social probation.

measures depending on the nature of the
original infraction.

4. Exclusion from campus will take place in all
cases in which a student’s further presence on

10. A student who is removed from campus will

campus is not warranted or because of contin-

not be refunded room & board and will have to

others (excessive noise is an example of this).

lines. All students are expected to be familiar

ued anti-social behavior, while completion of

repay any scholarships in full that s/he may have

It is expected that each resident will assume

with this policy and abide by its regulations.

his/her studies should remain possible.

received.
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Student rooms and furniture

Students may not paint any part of their room

long periods. For the latter special permis-

As a member of a residential community, each

or furniture. Nothing may be driven into or

sion from UCU’s housemaster is necessary.

Each student is co-responsible for the upkeep

University College Utrecht student accepts

attached to the walls, furniture or woodwork,

Non-students will not be allowed to use

of his or her residence hall, the campus, and

certain responsibilities. All students share in

including nails, tacks, screws, pins or adhesives

a campus address as their own under any

campus facilities. Students must refrain from any

the work of the residence, and each resident

of any type. For this purpose a strip of wood

circumstances.

kind of behavior that might lead to the deterio-

is responsible for appropriate use of the living

has been put in place, to which items such as

ration of the campus area.

room, bathroom, and all appliances. Reason-

posters can be attached. Students should take

A student entertaining guests is responsible

able care of college furniture and student

care not to cover or clog any openings such as

for seeing that his/her guests know the house

The hours between 23:00 and 8:00 are consid-

rooms is expected of every student. An inven-

sinks, drains, or air vents, or to cover or disable

and college regulations and abide by them;

ered quiet hours, and students are requested to

tory of the rooms, the room furnishings and

in any way the smoke detectors in the unit.

ultimately, the student host is responsible for

respect these as such both inside campus build-

their condition is conducted prior to the stu-

ings and on the campus itself.

dents’ arrival. Students should report (by e-mail)

Students are expected to clean their own room

hours of 23:00/01:00 and 6:00 students are

any missing or damaged items to the Landlord

and the public areas in their residence. This

also responsible for escorting their guests on

Students are not to cause any kind of inconve-

within two weeks of their arrival. They will

includes the hallway(s), the bathroom(s), the

and off campus, as the access doors to cam-

nience to the neighborhood, nor to traffic in

receive a Room Condition Report Form from

living room & kitchenette, and the washer &

pus will be locked (pedestrian gate at 23:00

the area of the campus. On campus there is a

the Landlord (by e-mail), as well as instructions

dryer facilities. Cleaning equipment (such as a

and the car entrance at 01:00). Students may

15 kph speed limit. Parking is only allowed in

about the procedure that must be followed. A

mop, bucket, wiper, broom, dustpan and brush)

under no circumstance give their keys or XS

designated areas and not on the grass.

similar form has to be completed with all unit-

is provided in each house. The elevators, stair-

card to their guest(s) or, for that matter, allow

mates for the shared areas. A closing inventory

cases in the academic buildings and the indoor

anyone else to use them.

Landlord

will be completed when the student moves

passage of the Kromhoutweg are cleaned by

Any technical problems concerning the resi-

out, and the student will be held accountable

University College Utrecht. For reasons of hy-

Smoking Policy

dence halls should be reported to the Landlord.

for any damage to the furniture or the (living)

giene for both present and future students, the

Smoking is prohibited in all campus buildings.

He can be reached (preferably) by e-mail (ucu.

room itself, or for any missing items. Under no

use of a flannel under-sheet on the mattresses

The only exceptions are designated student

landlord@uu.nl) or telephone (030-2539986). If

circumstances should any furniture be removed

is highly recommended. These sheets are avail-

rooms. Students who did not specifically

you want to speak to him in person you can do

from a room without authorization.

able from the Landlord.

apply for a smoking room are not allowed to

the behavior of his or her guests. Between the

smoke in their room or unit. This includes

so between the hours of 8:30 – 12:00 (Mon –
Fri). His office is in Dining Hall, ground floor, en-

Fees for damaged inventory items, damage to

Guests

non-tobacco products and the use of water-

trance next to the bar. Outside working hours,

the unit itself or for cleaning services due to un-

Students are allowed to have a guest stay

pipes as well as tobacco products. Not abid-

serious problems that cannot wait should be

usually dirty communal areas will be charged to

in their room, as long as the other students

ing by this policy can lead to fines or social

reported to Utrecht University Security at exten-

the unit as a whole. Individual responsibility for

in the unit are informed and the wishes

probation.

sion 030-253 1300, otherwise wait until the

payment for damage or cleaning will need to

and privacy of all other residents in the

Landlord is available again. If University Security

be worked out among residence mates. Those

unit are respected. If any complaints are

Open Fire

is called for matters that are not urgent, the

responsible for damage or excessive messes are

received, the guest will be required to leave.

No open fire such as the use of candles is al-

student(s) will be charged for the cost of their

strongly encouraged to take responsibility for

A guest is defined as someone staying for

lowed in the residence units. This includes votive

involvement.

their actions.

several days, not someone that stays over

candles, tea candles, oil lamps, and oil candles.
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Animals

To call the number from abroad, dial:

and ovens are not allowed for safety reasons.

Students are not permitted to keep animals,

+31-30-253xxxx.

Students found using unapproved kitchen ap-

neither inside college residence halls nor on

pliances may face disciplinary consequences.

more information about how to do this.

Washing machine

college grounds. Requests for exceptions to

Data Network

this rule will not be considered.

Standard computer modems do not work on the

Hotplates

the left. There are six buttons in a row on the

UCU telephone system. However, the college of-

There are two dials on the front with which

display:

fers a data network connection in each student

you can regulate the temperature. Turn right

room and wireless access in the educational

to increase the temperature. A small light indi-

The first button on the left serves to open

buildings. Students need an Ethernet network

cates when one of the plates is in use. Please

the door. The second is the on/off button.

Laundry

card (min. 10 MB) with UTP connection to make

note that an electric hotplate is slower to heat

The third (inweken=soak) can be used for

A washer and dryer are available in each

use of the network.

up and cool down than a gas-cooker.

dried-in stains; the laundry will be soaked

Appliances section below. Any problems or

Individual private wireless routers are not permit-

Microwave

(voorwas=pre-wash) can be used for heav-

concerns regarding these machines should be

ted on campus. Downloading of copyrighted

With the top button you select the power.

ily soiled laundry. The fifth (extra water) can

directed to the Landlord.

materials without permission through bittorrent

Turn right for more power. The first position is

be used for delicate fabrics. The sixth button

Residence Hall
Facilities

The detergent can be put in the drawer on

house. A short manual can be found in the

for two hours prior to washing. The fourth

or other filesharing networks is not allowed on

for defrosting. The lower button can be used

shortens the duration of the program and can

It is not allowed to hang laundry to dry

the UCU network. Reports of illegal download-

to determine the time of cooking.

be used for lightly soiled laundry.

outside the buildings, on balconies or out of

ing activity reported to UU ICT may result in loss

a window, and laundry left to dry inside the

of network access for the offending student.

Dryer

The dial on the right of these buttons regu-

The yellow button opens the door. The button

lates the number of revolutions the washer

residence must be done in such a way as to
leave exit routes and passages clear for safety

Television

above it is the on/off button. With the upper

makes when spin-drying. On the right is the

reasons.

Every individual room and living room has a

touch control button you can choose a short

button with which you select a program.

cable outlet for a television set.

program. This is used for a small load. With

Telephones
Each house (except Bruun, Belijn and Cuwaert)

Appliances

has a telephone, located either in the living

the middle touch control button you can select

Please be aware that small items such as loose

a lower temperature (for delicate fabrics).

buttons and coins can damage the washing

The bottom touch control button is the start

machine. Bras with wire supports must be

room or in the hallway. This phone can be

These are the short manuals for the appliances

button. Programs can be selected with the

washed in a net sack to prevent the metal

used for incoming calls and for on-campus (in-

in the residence halls. For more elaborate

large dial on the right. The filters need to be

pieces from entering the washing machine.

cluding Utrecht University) calls free of charge.

instructions, please consult the manual of the

cleaned regularly and replaced properly.

On-campus calls and calls within Utrecht Uni-

specific appliance in your house. Students are

versity can be made by dialing the extension

responsible for any damage and repairs and

The dryer lint trap must be cleaned after each

number (last four digits only). For calling from

will be billed accordingly. Additional appli-

load of laundry and condenser cleaned after

Liability

off-campus locations, the telephone number is

ances used in a residence may not exceed

every three or four uses for reasons of safety

University College Utrecht assumes no liability

composed as follows: (030) 253xxxx; fill in the

1000 watts per appliance. All appliances must

and to ensure long use of the appliance. See

for loss of or damage to personal possessions

four digits indicated on the telephone itself.

be in good repair, and deep fryers (friteuses)

the instructions included with the dryer for

of students and their guests on college prop-
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erty, or for the loss by fire or theft of personal

of transportation) may not be stored inside

note that a bin that is left (too) full can be a

bikes only!). Opening hours of the gates are

possessions. Students should exercise discre-

residence halls or academic buildings.

fire hazard.

as follows:

sively valuable belongings to the college. It is

Dutch law requires that any bicycle operating

A battery-recycling bin is located inside the

approximately 06:00 until 01:00

strongly recommended to take out household

15 minutes after sunset to 15 minutes before

Dining Hall. Glass can be recycled in the con-

The bike gate (next to the tower building)

content insurance for personal belongings.

sunrise must display a light on the front and

tainer behind the Dining Hall.

is open 06:00 – 01:00 (and cannot be used

tion and common sense in bringing exces-

The car entrance (Kromhoutweg) is open from

back, and a reflector on the back and on

01:00 – 06:00)

Summer Storage

the sides of both wheels. Furthermore a bell

The pedestrian gate (Campusplein) is unlocked

The college will establish a limited storage area

capable of giving a clearly audible signal is

in the Dining Hall, reserved for students whose

required, and each bicycle must be equipped

parents/guardians do not live in the Nether-

with a brake that will enable the operator to

XS card and keys

lands. Students can use this area for storage

stop the bicycle quickly and evenly.

All students receive an XS-card (electronic

Please note that if you have guests leaving

key). The XS card is programmed for each

between 01:00 and 06:00, you have to escort

individual student. It provides access to the

them to the gate to let them out! Guests arriv-

campus, the academic buildings, the residence

ing after 23:00 should be aware that there is

hall, the housing unit and the Dining Hall

no doorbell at the gate.

of personal belongings during the months the
campus is closed (July and August). Students
should be aware that storage space is limited.

Garbage Disposal &
Recycling

The cost of summer storage will be announced
in due time.

Campus Access

from 08:00 – 23:00, and can be opened with
an XS card at all other times.

Garbage

and bar. A key deposit of €25 has to be paid

Garbage from individual student rooms and

upon receipt. This card remains the property

Anyone who wishes to leave the campus with

This storage is only available for first and sec-

living rooms must be disposed of regularly.

of UCU. Loss and/or damage of the card has

a car after 01:00 must call security at 1300,

ond year students.

Garbage containers are located in several

to be reported to the Landlord immediately.

and pay a €28,- fee. Students are requested
not to park in the Prins Hendriklaan.

areas on campus, for example on Kromhout-

If this is not done, the student will be held

Bicycles

weg in the building behind the tower. Other

responsible for any mis/abuse of the XS card.

Students who bring bicycles to campus are

containers are located outside. Please note

If a new XS card has to be issued, the original

It is forbidden to prop any of the gates open.

encouraged to have effective security equip-

that the plastic blue containers are for paper

key deposit will serve to cover the cost of a

Anyone found doing so will be considered en-

ment. Bicycles are often stolen in Utrecht (and

waste only! All other waste should be put in

new pass, and another deposit of €25 has to

dangering the safety of campus buildings and

other parts of the Netherlands), and therefore

the metal containers.

be paid.

residents, and dealt with accordingly.

bike. When in the city, it is wise to attach the

Recycling

A ‘normal’ key is issued for the individual

Access to the Academic Buildings

bike to an immovable object (such as a road

Each academic building and office on campus

student rooms and the mailboxes. In case of

The academic buildings are always locked, as

sign or a lamp post) with one of the locks.

has blue bins to recycle paper in. Students

loss, students assume the cost of a new key.

access to campus is unrestricted during the

On campus you must store your bike in the

can pick up one of these bins free of charge

(approximately €6).

day and expensive equipment is stored inside.

designated bicycle stands or in the indoor bi-

from the Housemaster. These bins should be

cycle storage on the Kromhoutweg. If they are

emptied regularly in one of the blue contain-

Access to Campus

and Voltaire with their XS card from 8:30

placed anywhere else they may be removed

ers located in the copy rooms of the academic

You have 24-hour access to the campus

until 01:00. The classrooms are locked after

without warning. Bicycles (or any other means

buildings and elsewhere on campus. Please

through the pedestrian gate (pedestrians and

18:00, but the study-areas remain accessible

it is common to have two locks to secure your
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until 01:00. Students living on the top floor

Do not use 112 to report an emergency. The

fire department, and regular inspections will

nated areas may get a wheel clamp. Students

of these buildings can access the hallway 24

UU Security Meldkamer at 030 253 4444 will

be held.

(and their guests) should be aware that the

hours a day, but the same hours apply to the

immediately call the appropriate emergency

classrooms and study-areas.

service and come to campus to meet them.

Anyone found violating the fire safety regula-

entrance for cars is closed between 1:00am
and 6:00am, 7 days a week.

Emergency personnel cannot enter campus at

tions is in effect endangering other people’s

Access to the Dining Hall

night due to locked gates and are not familiar

lives, and will therefore face serious repercus-

Note that when FC Utrecht plays a home

The Dining Hall is accessible 24 hours a day

with campus addresses. In most cases they

sions. These may range from a fine to removal

match in Galgenwaard stadium, car access

with the XS card.

must wait for campus security to come, so if

from your unit to expulsion from the college.

to the area is restricted.

4444 is called, security will arrive here first to

A first violation will result in a warning. A

provide assistance.

second violation will result in students having

Access to the Residence Halls
Students have 24-hour access to their own

to move to other units and being liable for

residence hall and unit. The residence halls

House security

all mutation fees associated with moving. A

do not close for holidays, with the exception

The safety and security of the houses and their

violation will include the use of unapproved

of the summer break (end of June – end of

occupants are matters of serious concern, and

appliances.

August).

all students share the responsibility for house

Security and Safety

Guidelines
concerning the
Access to Student
Housing
Living on the residential campus has always

security. Exterior house doors must always

Students are encouraged to be diligent in their

been a key characteristic of the concept of

be kept locked and may not be held open by

observation and practice of fire safety mea-

University College Utrecht. The current situ-

props or wedges. The students in each hous-

sures. This includes the following:

ation differs from the usual situation where

Emergencies

ing unit are liable for losses or damages from

- Being aware of escape routes and fire alarm

students directly rent a room from a social

In case of an emergency on campus, or in case

negligence in maintaining security. Students

locations in your building

housing corporation or a landlord. Instead,

trouble is suspected, students should dial the

are not allowed on rooftops. Fire escapes may

- Discussing a fire evacuation plan with your

UCU functions as an intermediary between the

emergency telephone number: 030-2534444

only be used in emergencies.

unit mates

housing corporation (Bouwvereniging Volks-

(extension 4444 from campus telephones).

- Keeping common passageways clear and free

belang Vianen) and the students. Due to this

This connects you immediately to the Utrecht

Fire safety

of trash and debris. This allows for safe pas-

unusual situation, a number of responsibilities

University Security Meldkamer (emergency/

All students are responsible for keeping their

sage in case of fire, and also reduces fire risk.

concerning the safety of these residences lie

incident room), which is available 24 hours a

unit and residence hall safe. This means no

- Not blocking smoke detector sensors.

with UCU. As such, it is sometimes necessary

day, seven days a week. Inform them of the

items (including trash) may be stored in hall-

- Not overloading electrical outlets.

for staff members to enter units.

nature of the emergency, and of its exact loca-

ways, blocking doors or in any other location

- In smoking units, using proper ashtrays that

tion. They will take the appropriate steps.

that hinders a safe and easy exit from any

are regularly emptied.

Discussions about fire safety in units that took

part of the building. No hazardous materi-

- Not smoking in bed or when drowsy or after

place in December 2009, and the subsequent

All students are strongly advised to enter both

als may be stored anywhere, and no extra

drinking excessively.

fire safety checks have caused a great deal of

the emergency security telephone number,

kitchen appliances may be installed. Open fire

030 253 4444, and the number for non-emer-

is prohibited, including the use of candles.

Cars

about the access to units with or without

gency security calls, 030 253 1300, into their

These regulations will be strictly enforced by

The speed limit on campus is 15 km/h. Parking

permission of the residents. Even though

mobile phones for easy and quick access.

both University College Utrecht and the local

is available, but cars parked outside the desig-

the concern for safety puts UCU in a strong
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area of the units and rooms when there is a

Mail all items to:

Your Name

strong suspicion of an immediate threat to the

		

Postbus 81. …

safety of a resident, his/her fellow residents

		

3508 .. Utrecht

and/or others.

		the Netherlands

is therefore that students have created these

The housemaster and student life officer are

guidelines in close cooperation with the UCU

allowed to enter the communal areas of the

administration.

units for the purpose of fire safety inspec-

If access is required to the communal area of

postal code have already been handed out to

tions, on the condition residents are notified at

the unit in order to resolve technical problems

you. The following postcodes apply:

least 3 days before the inspections take place.

with the building, staff should first ring the

These checks should always be executed by

doorbell and get permission from a resident to

two or more staff members and should take

enter the unit. If access is required to private

place on weekdays between 10:00 and 18:00.

rooms, staff should obtain permission from

Volksbelang
Maintenance Staff
These staff members only visit student housing on appointment, following a request by

Your Postbus number and the corresponding

a student to enter his/her room. In case of

students to attend to the state of maintenance

Inspection of personal rooms will require

absence of a student, this can also been done

of (items in) their unit. Students themselves

specific permission of the student. An appoint-

through e-mail.

give these maintenance crew members access

ment will have to be made which will allow for

to their unit/room.

the student to be present during the inspec-

If a student is absent, and does not reply

tion.

within two days to the mail sent by UCU staff,

Volksbelang staff can report seemingly unsafe

the latter obligation does not apply if the

situations to UCU staff, which can then

The first inspection will focus on detecting un-

technical problem threatens to cause structural

decide to take action to resolve the situation.

safe situations and reporting this to residents.

damage to (other parts of) the building.

Moreover, Volksbelang staff can request to

They will then have at least two weeks to

In case of urgent technical problems that can

come and repair items if the broken condi-

change the situation according to the com-

lead to damage of the building 2 staff mem-

tion of these items leads to unsafe situations

ments of the inspection team.

bers are entitled to enter the unit, after they

(for example dismounted door springs). Only

If during the second inspection it is found

tried to get in contact with the students and

if the state of these items leads to immediate

that unsafe situations remain, the inspec-

after they rang the bell several times. Students

danger, is the permission of the residents not

tion team has the right to remove dangerous

necessary, the Volksbelang staff will then need

objects and store them elsewhere on UCU for

to be accompanied by an UCU staff member.

4 weeks (otherwise they will be thrown away).

UCU Staff
With the exception of safety inspections and
incidental situations UCU staff is only allowed

Postcode

81 001 – 81 049

3508 BA

81 050 – 81 099

3508 BB

81 100 – 81 149

3508 BC

81 150 – 81 199

3508 BD

81 200 – 81 249

3508 BE

81 250 – 81 299

3508 BG

81 300 – 81 349

3508 BH

81 350 – 81 399

3508 BJ

81 400 – 81 449

3508 BK

81 450 – 81 499

3508 BL

81 500 – 81 549

3508 BM

81 550 – 81 599

3508 BN

81 600 – 81 649

3508 BP

81 650 – 81 699

3508 BR

81 700 – 81 749

3508 BS

81 750 – 81 799

3508 BT

81 800 – 81 849

3508 BV

81 850 – 81 899

3508 BW

81 900 – 81 949

3508 BX

Please be aware that the postal service

Students can retrieve their items on the condition that these items will be removed from the

Mail and Package Delivery

cannot and will not deliver mail to the

UCU campus.

There is a central mail facility in the Dining

residence halls. Do not give out your living

Hall. Each student is assigned a mailbox and

address, always use your P.O. box.

all mail – including campus mail – is delivered

There is one exception: on packages, always

here. Students keep the same mailbox during

mention both your living address and your

their enrolment at UCU.

P.O. box.

Incidental Situations

access to units and rooms with the permission
of the residents.

Dining Hall Services

P.O Box / Postbus

UCU staff is allowed access to the communal
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Registered packages & mail

Dining

Humanities: Voltaire

Housemaster

Registered packages & mail (which have to be

During the semesters, all students are on a

Science: Newton

The housemaster is responsible for the aca-

signed for upon receipt) will not be delivered

full board plan, which entitles students to eat

Social Science: Locke

demic buildings on campus.

to your P.O. box but to College Hall. You

breakfast, lunch, and dinner five days a week.

Newton, Locke and Voltaire are open to

Students should report any damage to campus

will receive an email to pick up your deliver

On Saturday and Sunday, brunch and dinner

students from 8:30 – 01:00 (5 days a week). In

buildings or property to the Housemaster as

within two weeks. After two weeks it will be

are served. Meals are served in the Dining

the weekend from 9:00 – 01:00.

soon as possible: ucu.housemaster@uu.nl. His

returned to sender.

Hall. At each meal, students need to present

office is in Dining Hall on the ground floor,

their XS card. Extras (such as soft drinks and

Refreshments

entrance next to the gym. Office hours are

Unregistered mail

alcoholic beverages) can be paid for at the

Coffee and tea are available in the break rooms

Tuesday and Thursday from 2p.m. – 3 p.m.

Some institutions (like IND, the Utrecht mu-

cash register. Guests have to pay at the cash

in each academic building on the ground floor.

nicipality and the Ministry of Justice) do not

register as well, meal prices are posted.

Voltaire has a vending machine for snacks.

accept P.O. boxes as contact information. This

Snacks and beverages should only be consumed

mail arrives at College Hall. You will receive

The opening hours of the dining room are as

in designated areas. It is not allowed to take any

an email to pick up your delivery within two

follows:

kind of food or drink into areas with computers.

UCU Computer
Network
Computer facilities
All campus buildings are interconnected using

weeks. After two weeks your delivery will be
Breakfast: 7:45 – 9:00		

Study Areas

high-bandwidth fiberglass cabling, providing

Brunch: 10:30 – 12:00 (Sat/Sun & holidays)

Students can use the study areas in the aca-

campus wide access to the local area Windows

If your bank does not accept your P.O. box ad-

Lunch: 11:45 – 13:30

demic buildings from 08:30 until 01:00. Study

XP network. A high-speed connection extends

dress you can pick up a letter at the reception

Dinner: 17:30 – 19:00

areas are located on each floor, and some of

to the network of Utrecht University, and Inter-

the desks are equipped with computers. Quiet

net access is provided for. UCU campus is also

put in your mailbox at your own risk.

that you can take to the bank.
Meals must be eaten in the Dining Hall. Stu-

areas are also available on the first floor. Vol-

covered by a broadband wireless network so

Mail not addressed to your P.O. box will be

dents are not allowed to take any food with

taire has a quiet area with a library where no

that students can access the Solis network from

placed in the blue mailboxes in Dining Hall at

them or to remove any inventory from the

mobile phones or group meetings are allowed!

anywhere on campus. The wireless network is

your own risk. After two weeks this mail will

dining hall.

called Eduroam and you log in as yourstuden-

Photocopy machines / Printers

be thrown away.

tid@soliscom.uu.nl with your password.

Special requests

Multitasking photocopy machines are located

Commercial mail not addressed to your mail-

For special diets, halal and kosher food,

in each academic building. These machines are

A standard software configuration is installed

box will be thrown away immediately.

contact the catering manager,

photocopiers as well as printers and should

on all Windows XP Workstation PC’s. In addi-

K.J.Spronsen@uu.nl.

also be used to print course readers. Students

tion to the office software (word processing,

Chip card

can only use a chip-card to pay for their prints

spreadsheet, and presentation software), UCU

A chip card reloading unit is available at the

or photocopies. Students who do not have

offers groupware and specific educational soft-

a Dutch bank account can buy pre-pay chip

ware. All workstations are equipped with DVD

cards. Vending machines can be found in the

drives. In addition to the temporary local disk

Departments

City Center, Hoogt 13 and Drift 27 or in the

space in the workstations, each student has

Each department has its own academic building:

Uithof, Educatorium, Minnaertbuilding.

100 MB of storage space on the network file

entrance to the Dining Hall. This can only be

Academic Buildings

used to reload chip cards linked to a bank account, not pre-pay chip cards.
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University Library Uithof

servers. Daily backups are made of this data. All

support for student’s own computers. In case

workstations are also equipped with disk drives;

students observe malfunctioning of comput-

students are strongly advised to save material

ers in the UCU quiet areas, they are advised

Please note: It is strictly forbidden to take

tel. 030 253 66 01

on USB memory sticks as well so that a back up

to contact the student helpdesk. For other

any kind of food or drink into the comput-

Opening hours building: Mon-Fri: 8.30 a.m. to

copy of the work is available.

questions concerning computer facilities and

er areas. Computer access may be denied to

10.30 p.m., Sat: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Sun: 10 a.m.

the like, students can contact Sebastiaan

students violating this regulation.

to 6 p.m.
The following libraries are also found at the Uithof:

but – for obvious reasons – not with speakers.

Address: Heidelberglaan 3, Utrecht

Software for home use is available at large

Cassé, UCU’s ICT coordinator (s.casse@uu.nl).

discounts from www.surfspot.nl.

Students or student organizations are not

Printer Facilities

allowed to contact ICT-SC directly, except with

In principle, you can use all campus printers

Sebastiaan Cassé’s permission.

for printing. The printer name indicates in

Geosciences Library

which printer room it is located, for example:

Address: Princetonlaan 6, Utrecht

Student Helpdesk
The UCU student helpdesk is an organization
made up of students skilled in both computer

Procedure

‘Newton.North’ is located in the North printer

tel. 030 253 49 94

software and hardware. The helpdesk’s prima-

Students receive a letter with their Solis infor-

room on the 1st floor of the Newton Science

Opening hours: Mon-Fri: 8.30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

ry task is to assist system management in the

mation. This is the information you need to log

Building. To check the status of your print job,

maintenance of the UCU computer facilities.

onto the network and for e-mail. Students must

simply double-click the printer icon in the pro-

Medical Library

Students may contact the helpdesk in case

check their UCU e-mail regularly for important

gram bar at the bottom right of your screen.

Address: UMCU, Heidelberglaan 100, Utrecht

they encounter problems with their network

emails and use this address when communicat-

connection or if they suspect their computer

ing with UCU staff.

is infected with a virus. Their office hours are

tel. 088 755 80 87

UU Libraries

Opening hours: Mon-Thu: 8.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
Fri: 8.30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

posted on the UCU intranet. The student help-

Password

desk can be reached by e-mail at:

In the interest of safety, it is recommended

The main UU library is the Universiteitsbib-

Mathematics Library

ucu.helpdesk@uu.nl.

you change your passwords regularly – at least

liotheek Utrecht, located at the Uithof .UCU

Address: Budapestlaan 6, Utrecht

every six months. You can do so at https://

students have full access to all services and

tel. 030 253 15 33

ICT-SC System Administration

solis-ugids.uu.nl. If you suspect someone else

facilities at this library as well as the others

Opening hours: Mon-Fri: 8.15 a.m. to 4.45 p.m.

ICT-SC is the official system administrator

is using your Solis-id and password, change

within the UU library system via their student

for UCU. ICT-SC is responsible for the proper

your password immediately and report your

cards. Also found at the Uithof are the medi-

Veterinary Medicine Library

functioning of computers in the quiet areas

suspicions to the helpdesk.

cal, mathematics, and geo-sciences libraries.

Address: Androclus Building, Yalelaan 1, Utrecht

Full information about the library can be found

tel. 030 253 46 03

at: www.uu.nl/library.

Opening hours building: Mon-Fri: 8 a.m. to 6

and staff offices. In order to guarantee proper
functioning, ICT-SC monitors the use of the

Computer areas

computers and has the authority to limit ac-

There are two kinds of computer areas: labs

cess for those people who (try to) abuse the

(which are used for instruction) and study

Contact information and opening hours for

facilities in any way, including the download-

areas. The labs are classrooms and therefore

the Universiteitsbibliotheek Utrecht are as

Other UU libraries are located in the city center,

ing of illegal copyrighted material or activities

close at 18:00. The study areas in Voltaire,

follows:

all of which can also be accessed by UCU stu-

which place an unnecessary burden on UU

Newton, and Locke are accessible until 01:00.

bandwidth or servers. ICT-SC does not provide

All computers are equipped with a sound card,
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Domplein 9, Utrecht.

(Universiteitsbibliotheek Binnenstad)

when they close at 21:00, Saturday when
they close at 17:00. All shops are closed on

Address: Drift 27, Utrecht

Sports and Cultural activities

You can also purchase an International Stu-

Sunday, except for the first Sunday of the

tel. 030 253 6115

The UCU campus has a small gym which stu-

dent Identity Card which offers discounts for

month, when most shops in the city center are

Opening hours building: Mon-Fri: 8.30 a.m. to

dents can use after they have become members

travel and stores. It costs €10; you can get it

open from 10:00 – 17:00. Some shops may be

10.30 p.m., Sat: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Sun: 10 a.m.

of the University Sports Center. Instruction

at Bureau Buitenland (Heidelberglaan 8, first

closed on Monday mornings.

to 6 p.m.

before using the gym is compulsory! The USC

floor). Bring a passport photo!
Bank

has several football fields, a rugby pitch, hockey

Freudenthal Institute Library

fields, a golf practice course, outdoor tennis

(website in Dutch)

courts, squash courts, a fitness room, and 3

Address: Building Forum II, Aidadreef 12, Utrecht

sports halls including basketball courts. Besides

tel. 030 263 55 55

the sports facilities located on campus, students

Opening hours: Mon-Thu: 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

can also make use of the University Sports

General Information
Important Telephone Numbers

Center at the Uithof; a basic membership costs

In case of emergency : 030-2534444

€ 12. Cultural activities such as dance classes

(note: only on campus!! In case of an

Address: Hoogt 13, Utrecht

and music lessons are organized by Parnassos.

emergency off campus, dial 112 and specify

tel. 030 253 71 19

Students can get a discount with their student

whether you need the police, fire depart-

Opening hours building: Mon-Thu: 9 a.m. to 10

card. For more information, contact:

ment or an ambulance)

Post Office/Postbank

Central Post Office
• Neude 11, M: 10 - 18, T- F: 9 – 18, Th:
9-20, Sa: 10-16
Supermarkets in the area

p.m., Fri: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Sat: 11 a.m. to 4
Olympos Sports Center		

UU Security (non-emergency): 030 253 1300

Uppsalalaan 3

UCU office: 030-2539900

University Museum Library

Tel: 030-2534471

ASIC office: 030-2539884

Address: Lange Nieuwstraat 106, Utrecht

www.olympos.nl			

UCSA office: 030-2539885

tel. 030 253 87 15
Visits by appointment only

Sa: 10 – 18

• Maliebaan 50, M-F: 9 – 18, Sa: 10 - 13:30

Law Library

p.m.

• ABN Amro, Neude 4, M-F: 9 – 18, Th: 20,

• Albert Heijn, Burg. Reigerstraat 57, M-Sa:
8 – 22
• Super de Boer, A. van Ostadelaan, M-Sa:
8 – 20, Th-F: 21

UCU Reception: 030-253 9900
Nearest ATMs

International & Cultural Center Parnassos
Kruisstraat 201

Student information desk (UU): 030-2537000

•

ABN-AMRO: v. Ostadelaan 22

Tel: 030-2538445			

DUO (studiefinanciering): 050-559 77 55

•

Postbank, v. Ostadelaan 40

Parnassos@parnas.uu.nl

IND (Immigration): 0900-1234561

College Bar

Students under 26 can also buy a CJP – a cul-

For UC staff/tutor/faculty phone numbers, see

VVV, Vinkenburgstraat 19, 3512AA Utrecht,

The College Bar is run by students and is ac-

tural discount pass for theaters, museums, etc.

the Intranet.

M: 12–18, T – F: 10–18,

cessible to all UCSA members. Opening hours

It is valid in all of Europe and costs €15. The

of the bar are 22:00 – 02:00. Smoking is not

information is in Dutch, but is easy to follow.

Business Hours Banks and Shops

permitted. Students are required to register off-

You can order the pass on their website (www.

In general, all shops except supermarkets are

campus guests with the bar and take responsi-

cjp.nl) or at the tourist information center –

open from 9:00 – 18:00, except on Thursday

Student Activities

Tourist Information
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Huisartsenpraktijk Homeruslaan

K. Winter

It is strongly recommended that students

Homeruslaan 66

Jan van Scorelstraat 51, 3583 CK Utrecht

register with a general practitioner (huisarts)

3581 MJ Utrecht

030-251 1313

Health Insurance

when they arrive. In case of sickness or other

tel 030-251 3007

Only by appointment, call between 8:30 – 14,

All residents of the Netherlands are required

non-emergency medical services, the practi-

Fax: 030-252 2212

Fridays between 8:30 – 12

by law to have health insurance. Students

tioner with whom a student is registered will

need to carry proof of health insurance with

be the one he or she must see. General prac-

Huisartsenpraktijk Burgermeester Reigerstraat

M.G.J. Cornelissen and mrs. A. Cornelissen – Ros

them to make use of the health services in

titioners serve a gate-keeping function within

Burgermeester Reigerstraat 82

Oudwijk 27, 3581 TG Utrecht

the Netherlands. EEA students can ask their

the medical system and must be consulted

3581 KW Utrecht

030-251 3040

insurance companies for the European Health

first to receive referral to a specialist.

Tel 030-251 6141

Only by appointment

Insurance Card.

www.hapburgreigerstraat.nl

Galgenwaard Gezondheidcentrum

Utrecht University has a medical clinic which

Another health care option is the Galgen-

UCU encourages international students to insure

caters to students called the Campus Uithof

themselves through AON. AON offers a compre-

Huisartsenpraktijk. There are two clilnic loca-

hensive insurance package that includes health,

tions, one at the Uithof in the Casa Confetti

self, but it is forwarded to your insurance

located at the Galgenwaard football stadium

liability, household contents, and more. For more

building on the Heidelberlaan, and one

company (NB: only for Dutch insurances,

to the south of campus. This health center

information about coverage, costs, and how to

at the Gezondheidscentrum Galgenwaard

including AON);

has doctors, dentists, physical therapists, and

apply, visit www.myaon.nl/students/ or get in

at the Galgenwaard Stadium, Herculesplein

touch with the admissions officer.

379. This is a general practitioner’s office and

Advantages of enrolling as a client:
• You do not have to pay the invoice your-

• These GP’s are experienced in working
with (international) students;

waard Gezondheidcentrum (Health Center),

other specialists all in one clinic. See
www.http://www.zorgingalgenwaard.nl/ for

not an emergency clinic. For emergencies,

• Choice for a female GP;

more information. A link to information in

It is strongly recommended that students

students must call the security information

• A GP near campus.

English is at the bottom left.

take out insurance to cover their personal

number at 030 253 4444.

Dentists

Useful Dutch Terms

ance will cover against theft or loss due to

Students can register with the clinic online via

The following are dentists in the area of the campus:

Here are some Dutch terms that will help you

damage.

their website at http://www.huisartsdeuithof.nl.

D.R. de Vries

find what you need:

belongings while living on campus. This insur-

Joh.W.Frisostraat 5, 3583 JR Utrecht

• Doctor/ General Practioner =

Personal liability insurance is also highly

Other General Practitioners near the UCU

030-252 30 83

recommended for students. This provides

campus include the following offices:

Only by appointment, Dental Hygienist available

one who is found to be at fault in an accident

Huisartsenpraktijk Koningslaan

J.C. van den Burg

• Hospital = Ziekenhuis

or through negligence, such as hitting a pe-

Koningslaan 61

Koningslaan 44

• Emergency Room = Eerste Hulp

destrian or car while cycling. AON provides a

3583 GN Utrecht

3583 GK Utrecht

student insurance package that includes both

Tel 030-251 6486

030-251 59 42

After-Hours Medical Help

property and liability insurances with health

Fax: 030-251 5702

Only by appointment, call between 13 – 14

The nearest emergency room to the UCU

insurance.

www.baars.huisartsen.nl

and 17 – 18

campus is the Diakonessen Hospital, located at

• Pharmacy = Apotheek

insurance against reparation claims against
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Bosboomstraat 1. The emergency room is open

Crisis Hotline

24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and is intended

Altrecht Crisisdienst

to be used for emergency needs only. Students

030 230 8850 (22.00 to 8.30)

Opening a Dutch bank account

needing to go to the emergency room should

Students in urgent personal or psychiatric crisis

You may need a Dutch bank account while

bring proof of insurance and identification with

can get help at this number outside of normal of-

studying in the Netherlands, for example to

Chipknip

them.

fice hours. English can be used and translators for

pay the tuition fees. To speed up the procedure

Chipknip is a chip in your Dutch bankcard that

Fax: 0302802877
Opening times are Tuesday through Friday
10.00 to 17.00.

other languages can be provided if necessary. See

for opening an account, Utrecht University

stores credit that can be used for payment

Night Doctor

UU Student Services or the Student Life Officer

co-operates with the Rabobank in Utrecht. The

wherever you can use your regular bankcard.

General practitioners keep regular office

during normal business hours.

university has an agreement with the Rabobank

There is a machine for putting credit on your

to open accounts for students at minimal cost,

chip in front of the Dining Hall, and regular

cases where non-urgent medical attention is

Drug and Alcohol Counseling

on the condition that the student will study at

automatic teller machines can be used for this

required outside of normal office hours, the

B-Open

the university for at least one academic year.

as well. A chipknip card must be used in the

Huisartsenpost has a doctor on call who is

Wittevrouwensingel 76

Unfortunately this means that single semester

printers on campus and can be used in the

available, call: 0900-4501450.

3572 Utrecht

exchange students are not able to open a bank

food machines in the Dining Hall as well. It is

Tel 030 233-4513

account in this way and it is advised that you

also possible to buy a pre-paid chipknip card at

Night Pharmacy

Email: info@b-open.nu

continue to use your home bank account.

some shops or at the Uithof.

Pharmacies also keep regular business hours

http://www.b-open.nu/ (Dutch-only web sites)

and are closed at night. In case prescription or

http://www.centrummaliebaan.nl/

The page at http://www.uu.nl/en/information-

Getting a phone

hours and thus have limited availability. In

for/internationalstudents/arrivingandliving/mon-

non-prescription medications are needed outside of business hours, this pharmacy can be

B-Open specializes in drug, alcohol, and gambling

eymatters/pages/default.aspx includes a link to

Students interested in using a mobile phone may

used weeknights and weekends when other

counseling for young people up to the age of 23

the Rabobank website where you can fill out

simply buy a pre-paid SIM card to put in their

pharmacies are closed:

years, and is recommended for students who feel

an application form. The University will confirm

existing phone or buy a new phone or subscrip-

their use of alcohol, marijuana, or other drugs is

your enrolment, and the bank will open the

tion. The simplest solution may be to purchage

getting beyond their control.

account for you. Upon arrival you then have to

a SIM card or pre-paid phone at Albert Heine

Dienstapotheek Utrecht

visit the bank with your passport to activate the

or other shop. There are also several phone

tel: (030)2144583

Clinic walk-in hours for consultation are Mondays

account, and the bank card and relevant docu-

companies with with competing calling plans

http://www.dienstapotheekutrecht.nl/

and Thursdays 13.00-15.00 or appointments can

ments will be sent to you in the mail shortly

and contracts. To set up a subscription contract,

be made via telephone. The Student Life Officer

afterwards. Please note that you cannot open

providers require a passport, a Dutch bank

Other services

can help students make arrangements with an

an account by going to the bank, you must fill

account, and a bank statement or bill paid in

UU Student Counseling Services

English speaking drug and alcohol counselor as

out the form and send it by email.

the Netherlands. Students coming from North

7000 (internal) or 030 253 7000

well. Confidentiality will be respected.

Rubenslaan 190 D, Utrecht

America wanting to use a new SIM card in their

(available 8.30 to 22.00)

Rabobank can be found at:

existing phones will need to be sure they have

Appointments for student psychological coun-

Lange Viestraat 4

tri-band phones, as the United States does not

seling can be made through this number.

2511BK Utrecht

use the same network band as in Europe.

Tel: 030-2878787

Below is a list of some of the available services.
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3. Financial administration

4 University College Student Association

3.1 Collection of the Campus Fees is admi

(UCSA)

istered by the ADC (Administratief Diensten

University College Student Association is the

T-Mobile / www.t-mobile.nl

1. Campus Fees

Centrum) of Utrecht University.

students’ association of University College

Lebara (pre-paid only but very cheap for inter-

1.1 The Campus Fees for the academic year are

3.2 In case of exceeding a term of payment

Utrecht. Membership of UCSA offers access

national calls) / www.lebara-mobile.nl/en

specified in the yearly invoice.

(with payment in 1, 2, 4 or 9 installments

to all kinds of campus activities, such as

Simyo / www.simyo.nl

1.2 The Campus Fees cover accommodation

one reminder will be sent with the request to

entrance to the bar and fitness facilities,

Ben / www.ben.nl

during 10 months and board during the Semes-

pay within 3 weeks after posting date

career activities, parties, and so forth. UCSA

Baron / www.baron.nl

ters as defined in the yearly Calendar.

Remarks:

finances these activities by means of contr

1.3 By signing these Campus Rules a student

- in case the reminder is based on a mistake

butions of the members as well as a contr

the student involved must contact the con-

bution per member granted by University

troller within two weeks;

College Utrecht.

www.bellen.nl

Driver’s License

agrees that on leaving UCU after formal registration Campus Fees will be charged for the full
semester.

- if a student expects not to be able to meet a

4.1 A yearly campus activities fee will be

Citizens of EEA/EU countries can use the driver’s

1.4 A student who is expelled will not be refunded

term of payment, he/she has to inform the

charged to each student as a contribution to

license that was issued in their home country

any Campus Fees and will have to repay any UCU

controller at once. Furthermore, the student

UCSA as indicated in Article 4.

during their time in the Netherlands. For those

scholarships in full that s/he may have received.

has to submit a written payment plan (stat-

4.2 Because of efficiency reasons, UCU

ing dates and payments) on how to cover

collects this contribution together with the
Campus Fees and passes it on to UCSA.

who posses a Dutch residence permit, EEA or
other specific country licenses can be exchanged

2. Methods of Payment

any back payment. This payment plan has

for a Dutch one, which has the advantage of

2.1 Payment of the Campus Fees can be done

to be handed in to the controller one week

acting as a Dutch ID. Valid licenses in the follow-

in the following ways:

before payment is due at the latest.

ing countries can be exchanged:
Austria, Aruba, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Denmark, Dutch Antilles, Germany, Estonia, Finland,

a) by remitting the total amount into the

3.3 In case a student does not respond

bank account of University College Utrecht

to the reminder, a final reminder will be

before 1 September;

sent and € 25 administrative costs will be

b) by remitting the amount due in two equal

Substance Abuse
Policy

charged. Payment has to be effected within

The use of drugs can cause serious problems

France, Greece, Great Britain, Northern Ireland,

installments into the bank account of

two weeks after posting date of the final

for students – it can endanger their health,

Iceland, Italy, State Jersey, Latvia, Lichtenstein,

University College Utrecht (1st installment

reminder.

their academic success, and even their life.

Lithuania, Luxembourg, Isle of Man, Malta,

before 1 September; 2nd installment before

3.4 As a last resort, UCU is authorized to

Although UCU has no legal responsibil-

Monaco, Norway, Portugal, Romania, Spain,

1 January);

block the XS card for the use of housing and

ity over the students’ lives, it feels a moral

boarding facilities on campus.

commitment to their well being, as UCU

and Switzerland.

payment by direct debit. The Campus Fees

3.5 In case a student leaves UCU with ou

students live on campus and many of them

In some cases, licenses from Taiwan, Israel,

will then be withdrawn from the student’s

standing debts and without an approved

have no family nearby. This means education,

Japan, Singapore, Andorra, South Korea and

bank account in 9 installments by the 25th

payment plan, a collecting agency can be

prevention, care, and dealing with problems

Quebec may be exchanged as well.

of each month.

called in. All additional costs incurred will be

caused by and associated with drugs are very

fully charged to the student.

important.

Slovenia, Slovakia, The Czech Republic, Sweden

c) by making use of the possibility of deferred

For more information, see the website

Note: deferred payment is only possible by

www.cbr.nl (Dutch)

means of direct debit from a Dutch bank account.
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According to Dutch law, the possession and

ly, that they deny a fellow student the help

The managing director reserves the right to

are to use the UU security emergency

peddling of hard drugs is illegal. Examples of

that may save his or her life. All information

intervene in the running of the college bar if

telephone number: 030 253 4444

these drugs are cocaine, heroine, and XTC.

will be kept in confidence and efforts will be

there are any signs that the rules and regula-

Students who bring such drugs on the cam-

made to provide the student with profes-

tions are not being carried out appropriately.

pus violate the law and UCU cannot tolerate

sional counseling.

criminal behavior. When there is undeniable

Responsible Alcohol Use
Students are encouraged to enjoy alcohol

Good Samaritan Policy

responsibly and in moderation. Alcohol abuse

proof that students have brought hard drugs

Teachers and tutors bring potential problems

Hard drugs present a serious danger to

can result in harmful health effects and

on campus, the dean will take appropriate

to the attention of the student’s tutor or

the health of those using them. As the

negatively affect academic performance and

action, ranging from probation or expulsion

the Student Life Officer. A sudden drop in

health and safety of UCU students is of

lead to addiction with further, more damaging

to the referral for medical care. If deemed

academic performance, frequent and unac-

primary concern, the college administra-

consequences to the drinker’s health, those

necessary, the student’s parents/guardians

countable absences from class, repeated

tion will observe a Good Samaritan Policy

around him or her, and the drinker’s ability to

will be informed. Students who are proven

requests for extensions and withdrawals,

in situations where a student’s health or

function well in life.

to sell or facilitate the selling of drugs on

general change of attitude and behavior; all

life is at risk due to drug overdose. If a

campus will face the harshest consequences

are indicators of the student’s well being.

student succumbs to a drug overdose,

Moderate drinking is a term used to describe

possible, including legal action against them.

Tutors will act upon concerns and troubles

those present must notify emergency ser-

a lower risk pattern of drinking. Generally

that are expressed by teachers and students.

vices of the situation immediately to get

speaking, the World Health Organization

Dutch law allows for a restricted use of

Tutors receive training on how to recognize

the victim help as quickly as possible.

considers moderate drinking to be two drinks

alcohol and cannabis. While these substances

the use of drugs and how to help students

may be legally available, the abuse of alcohol

get appropriate care. The tutor will discuss

In such a case of overdose where stu-

days a week and two days without drinking,

or cannabis can result in serious problems

drug-related concerns with the Student Life

dents act responsibly and seek emer-

spread over a week. Alcohol affects people

for users including poor academic perfor-

Officer to explore appropriate actions that

gency help, the college will not pursue

differently, depending on sex, body weight

mance, diminished judgment skills, social

reflect our care for students, as well as our

disciplinary action against those who

and the metabolism of the individual as well

withdrawal and isolation, and a variety of

commitment to drug prevention. If deemed

sought emergency help. However, the

as other factors, so this is intended to be a

health complications associated with chronic

necessary, the student will be asked to speak

college will not have any influence

general guideline with some people being af-

use. University College Utrecht is committed

to the Student Life Officer and the Dean.

over possible criminal investigation or

fected more strongly than others.

charges brought by the Utrecht police as

to raising awareness to convey the potential
harm drugs can cause students.

(glass of beer or wine or a shot) per day five

The UCSA is responsible for running the

a result of such an incident.

Tips for responsible drinking include the following suggestions:

college bar appropriately. It must ensure
Students also have a responsibility towards

that bar volunteers meet the IVA (Instructie

If students are involved in such an

• Choose not to drink alcohol.

fellow students. If they are aware of drug

Verantwoord Alcohol Gebruik) requirements

incident and take no action to help the

• Eat food before drinking.

related situations on campus or if they are

set by the city council and have an ‘Alcohol

victim, all disciplinary means at the Col-

• Pace your drinking.

concerned about the wellbeing of a fellow

en Drugs bestuursreglement’. There is close

lege’s disposal will be brought against

• Keep track of how many drinks you have had.

student, they have a moral responsibility to

communication between the UCSA, the man-

them.

• Set a personal limit of how many drinks you

report this to their tutor or the UCU Student

aging director, and the Student Life Officer

Life Officer. The alternative may be, ultimate-

who will help distinguish potential problems.
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concentration.

and would like to talk to someone off campus,

Living room:

• Avoid drinking games.

you can contact Centrum Maliebaan (see their

- Couch(es)

• Alternate alcoholic drinks with water or

website for more info; English speaking coun-

- Comfortable Chairs

other non-alcoholic beverages.

sellors available) by sending them an e-mail:

- Low table(s)

Campus Life - Rules and Regulations | Student Handbook

Party Guidelines
1. Private parties
Under (about) 30 persons:

preventie@centrummaliebaan.nl. The Student

- High table(s)

A good way to assess whether your drink-

Life Officer is also available to provide assis-

- Chairs

• in individual units (according to the rules

ing is getting out of control is to think about

tance for those concerned about the drug or

- Lamps

in the student handbook). Unit members

how drinking may be interfering with other

alcohol use of a friend or to provide assistance

- Coffee maker

bear responsibility for the party;

aspects of your life. Do you miss classes

to those seeking help for their own substance

- Vacuum cleaner

regularly due to hangovers? Do you become

abuse problems.

- Electric kettle

nearby units must be informed ahead of

- Refrigerator

time;

argumentative and alienate friends or your

• other students living in the same unit or

• high frequency, bad timing, loss of control,

boyfriend/girlfriend when drunk? Do you ever

Remember, the psychologists at Utrecht Uni-

- Microwave oven

blackout and not remember things when you

versity Student Services can also be contacted

- Hot plate(s)

excessive disturbance etc., may be reasons

were drunk? Is money a problem due to buy-

for drug related problems (tel. 7000)

- Garbage can

to involve the Student Life Officer (see

- Blinds

closing remark). Outside messes from the

- Telephone (on-campus and incoming

party must be cleaned up by 1 pm the

ing alcohol, or do you sustain injuries from
being drunk? If you’re concerned about your

Inventory

consumption and would like further advice

phone-calls are free)

or counselling on how you can manage your

Students are not allowed to use any electric

drinking, contact BeOpen at the Centrum

kitchen appliances other than those listed on

Maliebaan or the Alcohol Information Line at

this inventory.

the numbers below.
Individual room:

Useful information

- Table (120x80 cm)
- Desk chair

Information on drugs and alcohol:

- Desk lamp

- Cable outlet for television

next day, including hallways and stairways,
or those responsible for the party may face
consequences.

Other:
- Washing machine

Students are expected to clean up after their

- Dryer

parties immediately the next day out of con-

- Sanitary Articles (e.g. toilet paper holders,

sideration for their unit mates.

waste baskets)
- Cleaning equipment (bucket, mop, wiper,

Over (about) 30 persons:

• http://www.b-open.nu/ (Dutch)

- Waste basket

• http://www.centrummaliebaan.nl (Dutch)

- Bed

cases of more than 250 guests; The party

• http://www.jellinek.nl/english/

- Mattress (220X90 cm)

is the sole responsibility of those giving it;

broom, dustpan and brush)

• Off campus. This is the only option in

- Mattress cover

The Landlord strongly advises against

For specific information about drugs and alco-

- Cupboard for clothing

washing the curtains as they may shrink

and is only for parties with fewer than

hol, it is possible to contact:

- Bookcase

considerably, in which case the student will

250 persons and only in the Bar, so Bar

• The Drugs Infolijn: 0900-1995

- Ceiling lamp

have to pay for new curtains.

rules and (license) regulations apply; UCSA

• The Alcohol Infolijn: 0900-5002021

- Curtains

responsibility and prior permission must

- Data net connection port

be secured from UCSA BarCo and the

- Cable outlet for television

Student Life Officer by accountable people

If you have concerns about the use of drugs,
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requesting the party; the latter includes, of

any event, alcoholic beverages are served in

course, discretionary power as to whether

compliance with bar license.

2011 - 2012

a party can take place; UCSA is responsible for following procedures, safety- and

The Dean can deny permission for any party

cleaning rules, and communication.

on Campus of either type at any time if serious doubts are raised (e.g. by the Student Life
Officer, Facility Manager, the Housemaster,

2. UCSA parties

or individual groups of students) and established in advance as to whether such a party is

Under 250 persons:
• Must be in the Bar, so Bar rules and (li-

expected to proceed within the framework of
conditions stated or implied above.

cense) regulations apply; UCSA is responsible for following procedures: safety- and
cleaning rules, and communication.
Over 250 persons:
• Off campus
• Exceptions only with prior permission of
the Student Life Officer in the Beach Party
Area.
• UCU bears no responsibility for the conduct of off campus parties.

For graduation parties, lustrum events, social
occasions accompanying an official UCSA
event, etc, the UCSA contacts the Housemaster and the Facility Manager for making
clear appointments about numbers attending, including expected outside attendance,
safety and cleaning, actions planned if an
ongoing party does not evolve as intended,
all confirmed in a written document. After
making these appointments the party can be
communicated to those who are involved. In
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Dear student,
In this section, you will be introduced to the student organizations at UCU, as well as student life,
Utrecht life, and other wonderful things. While the rest of this book has been concerned with the
institutional matters regarding UCU, this section will concern the student side, and in a close knit
community such as ours, this often plays as much of a central role in your life as your courses. Be
it through academic participation, extra-curricular activities, or a vibrant social life, UCU’s community is an enriching place to be.
This section provides you with information about the operations of the Academic Student Council
(ASC) and how they represent you for all your academic interests, ideas, and concerns. We also
include information about the University College Student Association (UCSA) which orchestrates
many aspects of campus extra-curricular life, from your housing concerns and wishes all the way
to the many committees running a myriad of activities: arts, lectures and media.
We have also decided to throw in some tips about the city of Utrecht, just to get you out and
about: clubs, culture, cafés and bars, as well as a hint of historical facts. Have a fun read.
We hope that you have an excellent year in 2011-2012 and enjoy the material provided!
Yours truly,
The Academic Student Council 2011-2012
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Date of Birth: 06.01.1992
Year: 3rd

UCU has two independent but affiliated student organizations, the Academic Student Council

Major: Science (math, physics) and Humanities (history, classics).

(ASC) and the University College Student Association. ASC represents the student body with UCU

What I do: As the Chair, I have the final responsibility for all matters handled by the ASC. In addition

administration, participates in the college council and college board, and takes on all students’

to keeping the council members motivated and busy, I will also keep an eye on the long-term plans of

interests with regard to academics. The UCSA organizes the non-academic aspects of student

the Council. As ASC was formed in 2011 after a reform of the previous council (ASIC) and the UCSA,

activities, such as the student bar and committees. All students are members of UCSA. UCU

it will be our challenge this year to have a kicking start with the new ASC.

graduates may join the alumni organization UCAA.

Likes: Having a beer in our bar or in the city, watching TV series with friends, literature and traveling.

ASC: the Academic Student Council

Student Assessor: Merel de Coninck
Nationality: Dutch
Date of Birth: 05.01.1990

The Academic Student Council is UCU’s elected council that represents students’ interests in

Year: 3rd

academic matters. We strive towards improving academic policies at UCU and we are here to

Major: Social Science with a little pinch of

help you whenever you may have problems or questions concerning any academic issue. ASC in-

Humanities (Politics, Anthropology, Geogra-

corporates students’ ideas into proposals for the UCU administration or into independent projects

phy, History)

run in collaboration with College Hall. From this perspective, our work is similar to that of a lobby

What I do: As the Student Assessor I am

group. Besides regular meetings with the educational and administrative staff at UCU, we are

the link between College Hall and you – the

part of two other important decision-making groups: the College Board and the College Council.

students – and vice versa. I take seat as a
member of the College Board, the most

ASC can only play its role as a representative body for students if it continuously receives sugges-

important decision making body of UCU, and

tions for changes that students would like to see implemented or input about the problems they

I attend the Management Team meetings. In

run into every day. Student ideas and complaints are always taken seriously by ASC. In addition

combination with the information I receive

to the surveys that we will conduct whenever deemed necessary, we will organize small-scale

from the AAO’s, this allows me to represent

discussion groups, or focus groups, to research your opinion on selected matters. Students are

your interest with the administration but also

therefore encouraged to drop by the ASC office with questions, comments, complaints or just a

to explain to you what’s going on inside that

chat. Furthermore, as controversial topics related to potential policies or UCU strategies for the

fancy old building called College Hall.

future often come up, ASC tries to stir up the debate by bringing students together and creating

Likes: Traveling most of all, cooking, litera-

an atmosphere where issues can be discussed.

ture, sunshine and hippies

The Council Members

Academic Affairs Officer: Omri Preiss

ASC is run by a team of five motivated, enthusiastic minds with a strong drive to improve the

Nationality: Israeli

quality of our education. Here we are:

Date of Birth: 28.10.1987

Chair: Liesbeth Dingemans

Year: 3rd

Nationality: Dutch

Major: Social Science (Politics and Law)
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What I do: As one of the Academic Affairs

with a lot of different projects within ASC.

Questionnaires

Officer’s I am responsible for handling the

As my interest for the social sciences is mixed

Although Focus Groups can give us insight into

Humanities department among other things.

with my curiosity of the sciences, I repre-

what is happening in the curriculum, we still

Likes: Music (guitar in particular), literature,

sent the science department within ASC full

need statistical data on student opinions. This is

the pursuit of knowledge and beer

hearted. Furthermore, I am also focusing on

why we will also be handing out questionnaires

improving student life after UC by developing

regularly. You would help us a great deal by fill-

Academic Affairs Officer: Tanya van Goch

the internship database among other things.

ing them out.

Nationality: Dutch/Taiwanese

Likes: A handful of good friends mixed with

Date of Birth: 21.11.1990

half a cup of a powerful movie, a grain of

Open Discussion Meetings

the Spanish language, two spoons of intense

Next to the focus groups, ASC will organize

dance music, and we’ll let it bake all night!

several larger open discussion meetings in which

Year: 3rd
Major: Social Science (Criminology and Geography)

Omri Preiss

What I do: I am the AAO responsible for the

all students are invited and encouraged to

What ASC Does

Social Science department. Thus, if you have
any issues or suggestions regarding Social

participate. The open discussion meetings function as a forum for all students to express their

Science courses, please come talk to me and

ASC represents the student body to UCU admin-

opinion regarding salient issues that occur and

let me know of them. The AAO’s will also be

istration and represents all students’ interests

where your input is vital, such as budget cuts.

planning events including Focus Groups, a

with regard to the academics. To accomplish

Your participation is very important to ASC so

Master’s Symposium, and more.

this, ASC does the following:

that these issues may be properly addressed in

Likes: Even if I’m drowning in books in one

your best interest.

of our computer areas, you can always strike

Focus Groups

up a conversation with me about anything

To gain proper insight into student opinion, ASC

Complaints

to your liking. You can also find me chiefing

will organize several focus groups throughout

ASC strives to improve our academic environ-

Tanya van Goch

the year. Focus groups are a form of qualita-

ment as best as possible. An important aspect to

something when your inhibitions have been

tive research in which we invite a small number

this is to know from students themselves what

lowered. So please feel free to have a chat

of students to express their perceptions and

might be going wrong for them. Whenever you

with me at anytime and anywhere.

opinion on a particular topic, accompanied by

have a complaint or suggestion on academic

behind the bar once in a while and bring up

an extra nice lunch or drinks. The results of the

matters please communicate these to ASC by

Academic Affairs Officer: Seline Louise

focus group are then used as a basis for advice

dropping by the office, sending us an e-mail

Fröling

to the administration. Most often students

(ucu.asc@uu.nl) or addressing us in person. Your

Nationality: Dutch

are randomly selected, for example when the

complaint will always be taken seriously. ASC

Date of Birth: 16.07.1990

topic is relevant to the entire student popula-

will get back to within a week to update you on

Year: 3rd

tion. Sometimes, however, a particular group of

whatever actions will be undertaken to resolve

Major: Social Science (politics, anthropology,

students is invited, for example when the topic

your problem to the best possible extent. Of

affects a specific population of students, such as

course suggestions for solutions are more than

a track revision.

welcome as well.

criminology)
What I do: As one of the AAO’s I am dealing
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Contact information

ASC participates in the UCU decision-making process by having four members seated in the College
Council and one member, the student assessor, in the College Board as student representatives.

Academic Student Council
Maupertuusplein 1

The College Council is the advisory organ to the Dean on UCU policies, such as budget proposals,

3584EE Utrecht

UCU statutes and academic rules and procedures. The Council has the ability to set the agenda on

No. +31 (0)30 2539884

issues it considers important to be addressed by the management.
Office Hours: every weekday 17.30 – 19.00 (dinnertime)
The College Board is the most important decision-making board on campus that implements all policy

Feel free to drop by the office with any questions, suggestions or ideas you might have.

changes at UCU. The College Board consists of the Heads of Department, the Director of Education
and the student assessor. The student assessor (Merel de Coninck) is a full member of the board and

Website: www.ucstudents.nl

has a vote in its decisions. Together with the “Management Team” (the Dean, Managing Director, and
Director of Education), the College Board makes sure that UCU runs properly and handles decisions

Email: ucu.asc@uu.nl

from management issues to issues students have brought forward to ASC or their tutors.

Please feel free to e-mail ASC with any questions, suggestions or ideas you might have.

The College Council consists of four ASC student representatives, the chair and AAO’s, and four staff

Facebook: ASC Board

representatives. All members are elected: the students are elected annually and the staff members

Check our Facebook page for the latest updates regarding ASC activities.

have a seat for two consecutive years. The non-student members of the 2011-2012 College Council
are yet to be elected over the summer but ASC will keep you informed on its outcome.
ASC Answers

UCSA: the University College Student
Association

One way we’ll be keeping you updated with our progress is through the weekly newsletter called
‘ASC Answers’. In these newsletters we will keep you updated on what is happening on our campus

From the moment students arrive and settle on campus they automatically become a member of the

academic-wise and whatever issues we are working on to improve our academic environment, as well

University College Student Association, or UCSA. The function of the UCSA is to promote the interests

as those that have been resolved.

of the student body through the running of facilities on campus, and to organize social events, lectures,
conferences, performances, and other extra-curricular activities. As members of the association, you can

ASC Book Sales

not only enjoy the events and information provided, but also actively participate by organizing them

The former council used to organize and execute the book sales of new as well as secondhand

yourself!

books. However, as of this year, the new books sale is under the wings of a student team employed
by College Hall. ASC will remain in charge of the second hand books sale, which goes through the

As a member, you can join any committee you want and become active within it. Every year there are

ASC website (see www.ucstudents.nl). Check the Books part of this Student Handbook, which can be

new students coming in that shape and change our dynamic committees. Students are very much

found under Academic Life for more information (Paragraph 3.2).

encouraged to set up a new committee where they think the association is missing one.
There is more to the UCSA than just committees. If you would really like to organize one specific
event to see what that is like, you are invited to form or join a team. A team is charged with taking
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The UCSA Board Members

temporary committee. Throughout the years we
have established traditional teams such as the

Name: Romain Bruyère

unity week team, prom team, graduation team

Nationality: Dutch - French

and festival team. In addition to that, it is always

Function: Chair, which means having overall

possible to hand in a proposal for a new event

responsibility for the association, formulating

and perhaps a new team will be founded by your

and perusing the association’s long-term goals,

actions as a consequence.

chairing meetings and GA’s, making sure we
all do our job right, and generally being in

The body to oversee and support all of these

everyone’s business.

committees is the UCSA Board, consisting of six

Major: Interdepartmental Major: Social Sci-

members: a Chairperson, a Secretary, a Treasurer,

ences – Humanities (History – Geography)

and three Committee Affair Officers (CAOs). The

Year: 2nd

CAOs are the link between the committees and

Date of Birth: 2nd of September 1990

the UCSA board. The committees are divided into

Can wake me up for: A cigarette with a glass

Social Committees, Arts Committees, and Lecture

of red wine, Lord of the Rings, a hug.

Romain Bruyère

Jacintha Baas

Guido Danen

Stéphanie Heckman

Nathalie van Haaren

Committees. The Chair, Secretary, and Treasurer
can also choose to take up responsibility for one

Name: Jacintha Baas

or two committees.

Nationality: Dutch
Function: Secretary

Name: Stéphanie Heckman

Name: Nathalie van Haaren

Apart from its regular tasks, UCSA Board

Major: Social Science (Political Science,

Nationality: Dutch

Nationality: Dutch

members organize events themselves as well.

Human Geography)

Function: Committee Affairs Officer (CAO) for

Function: Committee Affairs Officer (CAO) for

Introweek is one of them.

Year: 3rd

the arts committees: ArtsCo, ChoirCo, CraftsCo,

the lecture committees: Boomerang, Careerco,

Date of Birth: 1992

DanceCo, DramaCo, FocusCo, MusicCo, Trib-

DebateCo, Lawco,LiteratureCo, PoliticsCo,

Can wake me up for: cheese.

alCo, UCStudios, UCOrchestra

TripCo, UNISUN,Medco,SCOPE

Major: Social Science (Anthropology and Hu-

Major: Social Science (Law and Psychology)

Finally it is important to know that students can
always come to the UCSA Board Room (downstairs in Dining Hall) for questions, suggestions,

Name: Guido Bernardus Petrus Danen

man Geography)

Year: 3rd

ideas, jokes and more. They will do what they

Nationality: Dutch

Year: 2rd

Date of Birth: 24th of May 1991

can to help you or direct you to the appropriate

Function: Treasurer

Date of Birth: 2nd of April 1991 (tip for pres-

Can wake me up for: coffee, catch a plane

person. You can always send an e-mail if you

Year: 3rd

ents: I collect bike bells)

to go on holidays, pure chocolate, salsa and

cannot find the Board members in person (see

Major: Humanities & Social Science (interdepart-

Can wake me up for: fresh mint tea with

merengue parties, musicals and good food.

contact details).

mental)

honey, sneaking out at night to go to a concert,

Date of Birth: 15th of May 1990

picnics, an amazing awesome new idea (like

You can wake me up for: Argentinean steak

building a tree house), cheese cake, very good

Remember: a UCSA member has a direct say in
matters. Enjoy it, use it, be it!
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Contact information

UCSA’s Committees

photographs and turn them into outstanding

nity. It contains samples of UC’s finest academic

University College Student Association

Arts Committees

works.

writing and is published twice a semester.

3584EE, Utrecht

ArtsCo: The UCSA Arts committee was created

MusicCo: By giving regular performances and

petitions in Fall and Spring Break. They are also

No. +31 (0)30 3539885

in order to bring artistic talents together in the

providing music for events, MusicCo aims to

in charge of organizing SkiTrip and excursions

art room by the gate, where you can paint, draw

support UCSA members to fulfill their musical

throughout the year.

Office Hours: weekdays during dinner time

and let your creativity flow. Exhibitions and other

needs. MusicCo also organizes the regular Open

Boomerang: The Boomerang is the UCSA

Come by our office from Monday to Friday for

events like “Pimp Your Bike” are organized by

Mic nights and open jam sessions in the Music

bimonthly newspaper, for and about UCU

handing in forms, asking questions and the

ArtsCo.

Room.

students. It not only includes the latest topics in

ChoirCo: ChoirCo consists of a group of enthu-

TribalCo: TribalCo is a part of the UCU com-

articles, essays and photos amongst other

Website: www.ucsa.nl

siastic singers who rehearse weekly, practicing a

munity promoting One Love, Sharing, Caring,

things.

Check our website for up-to-date information

diverse range of music. The Choir also performs

Knowledge, and Peace. It organizes events such

CareerCo: CareerCo was founded to inform

about the UCSA, including a calendar of big

multiple times a year.

as the annual Psytrance party, Reggae Party, pot-

UCU students about the possibilities in profit and

luck dinners, drumcircles and poi and juggling

non-profit organizations after their academic

workshops.

career by way of lectures, forums, workshops

TripCo: Tripco organizes the hitchhiking com-

Maupertuusplein 1

like.

international news it also contains UCU related

events, pictures and descriptions and contact
information of all committees.

CraftsCo: CraftsCo organizes workshops and
gatherings to share various craft traditions like

Email: ucu.ucsa@uu.nl

knitting, sewing, quilting and printmaking.

You can email the UCSA with all your questions, proposals, complaints or expressions of

DanceCo: Offers several dance classes every

utter happiness.

week, ranging from ballroom to Capoeira to

and excursions.
UCOrchestra: UCSA’s very own orchestra

DebateCo: DebateCo sends teams to interna-

rehearses a variety of music pieces, working

tional debating tournaments such as Cambridge

towards several concerts every year.

and Oxford. Other events that are organized are
tournaments for high school students and work-

Hip Hop. They also have their own dance crew,

UCStudios: UCStudios consists of two parts: the

shops. DebateCo hosts its own international

Facebook: UCSA Board

Outrageous. The classes are taught by devoted

UCTV section strives to document (committee)

debating tournament at UCU.

Check our Facebook page to keep updated on

and skilled fellow students, resulting in amazing

activities on campus and broadcasts them on

PoliticsCo: PoliticsCo brings political thought to

upcoming events.

performances.

Youtube and every television located on campus;

the UCU campus. It has established a tradition

FilmCo realizes independent film projects and

of lectures of distinguished guest speakers and

organizes movie viewings.

excursions in which issues of local and interna-

Calendar of big events during the year

DramaCo: Produces several plays each year,

The UCSA organizes many diverse events

performed and directed by students. Its most

throughout the year. For a complete and up-

famous activity is the UCU Soap Opera “Super

Lecture Committees

UNISUN: The Utrecht, Netherlands International

to-date overview see our renewed website:

Sticky Surfaces”, about the fictional lives and

MedCo: Medco is our awareness source.

Simulation of the United Nations. This confer-

www.ucsa.nl

dramas of a group of UC-goers.

Throughout the year their organize awareness

ence consists of several forums, where partici-
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tional politics are discussed.

weeks, lectures and workshops with different

pants debate current issues as ambassadors to

FocusCo: The photography committee at UCU

themes regarding health related issues.

a nation.

for both digital and analogue photography.

SCOPE: Scope is an academic magazine/journal

LawCo: The members of LawCo participate in

Other kinds of art are also used to spice up the

published by UCU students for the UCU commu-

moot courts, organize excursions to judicial insti-
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tutions, and invite speakers to provide students

Campus Life Forum – CLF

over, for those of you blessed with amazing cu-

classes are taught. The top floors of these build-

with interesting lectures on law-related issues.

The Campus Life Forum is a new body that

linary talents, it is good to know that the DHAG

ings are used for student housing.

will take its first steps towards adulthood the

can suggest their own recipes to make eating in

The UCSA Teams

coming year. The forum is part of the UCSA and

Dining Hall the most enjoyable it can be.

The UCSA Teams organize recurring large events

comprises the Environmental Working Group,

that take place once or twice every year.

the Dining Hall Advisory Group and the Facilities

The Facilities Group – FG

area, computers, and space to study. It’s also

Voltaire is the Humanities department’s building. The second floor of Voltaire has a quiet

Group. Together they will bundle their strengths

The Facilities Group is a brand new committee

recently been graced by the presence of a UCU

Beach Party Team: The Beach Party is the most

to improve life on campus, and you can be a

on campus and in the CLF. After a year full of

library. The last week before mid-term break

awesome party that is held at the end of each

part of it! With your input and initiative commu-

suggestions on how to improve the facilities on

and the last week of the semester, this room is

year where students have the opportunity to

nicated directly to College Hall, the CLF serves as

campus, the FG gives us the chance to bring all

packed from early in the morning till deep in the

party away all the stress that has accumulated

an effective body to assemble all your sugges-

those ideas from possibility to actuality. They

night with strung out students waiting for the

over the months.

tions and really make change.

will propose new facilities (UC Living room? UC

traditional UCSA/ASC study breaks.

Café? UC Kitchen?), improve existing facilities
Graduation: Every year, two graduations are

The Environmental Working Group – EWG

(Ovens in all units? Internet Connections? Drying

Locke is the Social Science building on campus.

organized, one big one for all the graduates

If you are passionate about living your life envi-

Racks?) and ascertain and solve any problems

Locke is always very busy and many students

in May and another one for the graduates in

ronmentally friendly, and would like to brain-

that fellow students might be having.

have their classes here. The computer area on the

December.

storm about improving sustainability the EWG is
the place to go. The EWG actively investigates

second floor is used by many students that work

Life at UCU

on group projects, so it’s also a very social area.

Musical Team: The musical is the UCSA’s largest

ways to make this campus more sustainable

annual production, organized by UC students.

and promote awareness. Projects to this aim

The musical combines dancing, singing and act-

have included “Earth Week”, introducing paper

The University College Campus

building is a bit more quiet than Locke, if you

ing talents to create one fabulous show.

recycling boxes in all units and even a very own

As a UC student, campus will be the place

want to work on a computer but Voltaire is too

Newton houses the Science department. This

UC Vegetable Garden. The EWG is also the one

where a great deal of your life will happen. It

silent and Locke is too loud for you, then New-

Prom Team: Promteam organizes prom, the an-

organizing the yard sale in introweek, in which

is the place you roll out of bed and into your

ton is your perfect spot.

nual dazzling big party in black tie. It’s the night

old furniture is sold off cheaply to new students.

classroom, making a quick stop at Dining Hall

of the year that UC is at its most glamorous.

to feed your brain. It is the place you attend

Each building has its own lounge, working area

The Dining Hall Advisory Group – DHAG

lectures, workshops and parties, the place you

and printing room. Printing can be paid for by

Scholarship Team: Scholarship team organizes

Dining at Dining Hall is obligatory for most of us,

study in silence for your exams. It is the fraction

using a chip card, which is normally included

the annual Scholarship Dinner in December to

and has, in the past, not been extremely popular.

of a square kilometer you will discover more and

with every Dutch bankcard (Chipknip) and which

raise money for the Scholarship Fund.

If you are passionate about good food and if you

more of every year. This section aims to give you

can be recharged at the entrance of Dining

want to make the “Dining Hall Experience” the

a crash course on the places you see on campus

Hall. In addition, in all buildings you can receive

Yearbook: Each year, a yearbook is published

best it could be, the Dining Hall Advisory Group

and what goes on there.

wireless Internet that can be accessed with

that is assembled and created by the Yearbook-

is the way to go. Issues addressed include the

team, giving you a tangible memory of your year

quality of the meals, the queues for dinner and

Academic Buildings

problems with the wireless connection, contact

at UC.

the atmosphere in Dining Hall in general. More-

The campus has three academic buildings where

the campus ICT helpdesk at ucu.helpdesk@uu.nl.
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Dining Hall

with people and UCDJ will provide some excellent DJ´s to ensure your night won’t end earlier than it

As the name obviously states, Dining Hall is the place where meals are served: three times daily on

has to. On other days it is usually quieter and a good conversation at the bar or at one of the tables is

weekdays, and twice every day during the weekend. Dining Hall is not only there for you to eat, it will

possible. Also, on the regular nights, make sure you put your name on the blackboard for a game of

be one of the main places on campus where you’ll hang out with your friends and have the chance

pool, as this is also very popular. Special events (or special beers) are announced through posters, the

to meet new people. Or, if you have some group-assignments to be discussed for courses, the round

UCSA daily updates, and the UCSA Bar Facebook-group.

tables at the side are a perfect place to do so.
Beach Party Area – The Beach Party Area, traditionally called so because of the end of semester
If you’re interested in having your opinion about Dining Hall heard, you can join the Dining Hall Advi-

Beach Party that used to be organized in there, is now a place where drama courses are taught and

sory Group, a subgroup of CLF. Contact the UCSA board if you want more information on this!

arts committees rehearse. It is located at the back of the Dining Hall building. Adjacent to the Beach
Party Area is also the Music Room.

The Dining Hall building houses not only the dining facilities, but it is also the building where you can
find the offices of ASC, UCSA, the Landlord, the Housemaster and the Facility Manager. Moreover,

Music Room – The Music Room is a place to express your musical talents together with your friends.

there are also the gym, bar and the downstairs lounge area, where the student mailboxes are located.

A drum kit, guitars, amplifiers and percussion instruments have all been provided.

ASC-office – The ASC-office is just on your right-hand side when you enter Dining Hall. Feel free to

Drama Room – The Drama Room is used for dance classes, drama shows and rehearsals, and other

pop by during office hours, every weekday during dinner, for a chat! Read more about what ASC can

creative activities. It is located near the right hand side of the mailbox area in the Dining Hall building.

do for you in the corresponding paragraph.

Other Buildings and Locations
UCSA-office – The UCSA-office is on your left-hand side when you enter the main entrance of Dining

Besides your unit, Dining Hall and the Academic Buildings, there are many interesting, fun and

Hall. The role of the UCSA is explained at the beginning of this section. For any additional questions,

important other facilities and places on campus:

just come by the UCSA office or send an email. More information on this in provided in under the
contact information.

College Hall – This building houses most of the management and administrative staff of UCU, as
well as the reception desk. Deliveries that are too big for your mailbox can be picked up here.

Gym – The gym can be found in the DH-building next to the office of the Landlord. It provides
exercise machines and some loose weights. You can enter the gym with an Olympos card. In order

Auditorium – This hall is designed to host events that do not fit into regular classrooms such as

to obtain access to the gym a checkout course on how to use these machines is needed. Contact the

lectures, debates and performances.

UCSA to ask for more information on how to do this.
The Quad – When you enter campus from the gate you see the big square covered with gravel
DH Lounge Area – The Dining Hall lounge area is found in the mailbox area of Dining Hall. It cur-

and grass around it. This is the main area which together with College Hall and the academic

rently contains three vending machines, some couches and tables, a ping-pong table and a foosball-

buildings makes up the monumental area on campus. When the weather is nice during the spring

table. Furthermore, it is possible to play your own music by plugging in your mp3 player into the

and summer semester you’ll find many students hanging out on the quad.

sound system.
Descartes – The first building on your right-hand side when you enter campus through the gate
Bar – As you most likely have already noticed during introduction week, our campus has a very nice

is called Descartes. This is an academic building, but it is not used by UCU. You can regularly see

bar as well. BarCo, a committee of the UCSA, runs the bar. On party nights the bar is usually packed

UU students coming in and out the building as they take their classes there.
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Academic Life

ings host a part of the UU economic faculty, and an institute offering language and Dutch high
school courses respectively. Here you can get discount on (language) courses because you are a

Adapting to University Life

UC student.

This section contains information on important academic matters that will help you gain an understanding of UCU’s academic life, since getting used to your new life at UCU can be quite daunting,

Clock tower – Unfortunately, this building cannot be used entirely. Still, its ground floor can be

this is definitely true for the academics and not only for the non-academic part. Most of you have

used for some events, mainly organized by Arts Comittees.

just finished high school and are now being introduced to education at the highest level. Things will
be different and more difficult; doing nothing an getting straight As is only for the extremely gifted.

Sports Area – The sports area contains the large football pitch/tennis court, a basketball court, a

Also, the number of papers and essays you will have to write is often a change from what you’re used

concrete ping-pong table, and a jeu-de-boules court. The football pitch has lighting that can be

to, especially for the Dutch students. Getting used to these things will take some time, but with the

turned on in the little house in the back. This house also contains some sports accessories includ-

Academic Skills and Practice course and UCU’s great tutor system you will receive all the support you

ing a tennis net, which can turn the football pitch into a tennis court.

need to find your way at UCU.

Meditation room – If you feel the need for a quiet or spiritual moment at UCU you can go to

Books

the meditation room which is at the back of W. Just walk up the stairs right next to the football

For most of your courses at UCU you are going to have to buy books. You can buy second hand

field and then it’s around the corner just to your right. You can use your access card to get in.

books from other students via the offers at the ASC Book Sales website:

It’s a spacious, airy room, simple yet elegant. Each corner in the room represents a major religion

(see www.ucstudents.nl).

(Christianity, Islam, Judaism and Buddhism) and there’s also a place to wash your feet before
prayer. This room was left to us by the previous dean at his retirement. The meditation room is

Tutors

opened every day from 8:00-22:00.

Students at UCU are assigned a tutor before they arrive and a first meeting takes place in introweek.
The individual attention the tutor system offers is one of the things that make UCU unique in the

Art room – This creative kitchen can be found in the beautiful clock tower, which is on your left-

Netherlands. Your tutor helps you with planning your curriculum and registers you for courses. Half-

hand side when you enter the campus. This room contains a few tables and a lot of paint, paper,

way through the semester you will have a midterm meeting with your tutor to discuss your perfor-

and brushes. Usually ArtCo holds weekly get-togethers where they jointly give expression to their

mance in the courses and plan your courses for the following semester.

artistic feelings. If you want to join these meetings, send an e-mail to ArtCo and you will be in
just like that.

Besides the obligatory midterm meeting you can schedule meetings whenever you feel you need
them. Tutors are there to help you with any questions you have on the curriculum and can provide

Piano rooms – There are three pianos on campus, on located in a Voltaire classroom, another in

guidance in solving problems you may be having with individual courses. In addition, they can provide

a small room in Locke downstairs next to the Northern entrance bathroom (if you can’t find it,

guidance in non-academic issues that might influence your performances in class, like difficulties you

just walk from Newton to DH alongside Kromhout and you’ll always hear some nice tunes), and

experience with instructors or campus life.

the nicest one is in the Auditorium. While the piano is open to students at all times, for the other
two you need a key. Contact UCSA for more information on this.

Student Representatives
Each department has its student representatives. The student representatives have various functions.
First of all, whenever you have a comment about a specific course or track you can inform them
about the issue. They will discuss the issues together with the particular department’s Head of Depart-
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ment and ASC. In addition, the Social Science Representatives organize events to inform you about

Check the intranet for a complete and comprehensive overview of the thesis procedure and its re-

specific tracks and arrange lunches with fellows of the department where you have the opportunity

quired forms: http://intranet.ucu.uu.nl.

to communicate with them in an informal fashion. Furthermore, the Humanities Representatives organize the Humanities High Tea where teachers and students can socialize over cake and drinks. Finally,

Internship

the Science Student Assistants provide a tutoring facility. You can drop by during their office hours for

To bring into practice the theory you learned at UCU, students can do an internship at a company or

help with your course material, curriculum planning and research projects.

research institute in their field of interest for credits. The internship should take up an amount of time
equal to at least 5 weeks of full time work. Students usually do their internships during the summer

The student representatives have their own workspaces. If you want to be a member of their work-

break.

space or have a comment you can contact them:
Where to find one
Humanities Representatives

ASC and UCSA have been working to get an internship database together. At the moment of writing

ucu.humreps@uu.nl

it is yet to be finalized but keep an eye on the ASC website where it will be published! (http://www.
ucstudents.nl)

Social Science Representatives
ucu.sscreps@uu.nl

Before that time you can start by checking out the workspaces for your fields or simply search the websites of candidate companies. You could also ask your tutor, the fellows or the career development of-

Science Student Assistants

ficer Bas Defize if they have any suggestions on where to look. There are three things you have to keep

Office: Newton, first floor, South (side of the building closest to Locke)

in mind. At first, start about half a year on forehand, since the administration process can take up a

See the Intranet for an update on who are the Science Student Assistants for 2011-2012 and their

substantial amount of time. Secondly, weigh your chances realistically as there might also be candidates

office hours.

that have a more professional background. Finally, try to make sure you do not end up at an internship
coffee implies simply getting coffee rather than being an actual learning experience.

Bachelor’s Thesis
The Bachelor’s Thesis is a requirement of the UCU curriculum. It serves as a capstone experience of

Off Campus Courses

your studies in which you can demonstrate your actual academic skills. The aim is to carry out a re-

Students at UCU have the right to take off campus courses to complement their curriculum. A

search in your particular field of interest that will help you to get into the masters program you want.

student can take up to three off campus courses or up to two in case one goes on exchange as well.
For the specific requirements that an off campus course has to meet, please look at Section 3 of the

As of the academic year 2010-2011, the double credit Bachelor’s Thesis is introduced for newly arriv-

Academic Rules and Guidelines part of this booklet.

ing students. You are expected to spend 400 hours on the Bachelor’s Thesis, which is equivalent to
two courses, thus 15 ECTS. Students who enrolled before this time have the option of doing a double

Usually students take off campus courses at the UU, but in exceptional cases students go to other

or single credit Bachelor’s Thesis. The Bachelor’s Thesis is generally a third years project, however, sci-

universities. If you are interested in taking off campus courses you can start looking for an appropri-

ence students in particular, might consider doing it during the summer.

ate course. A good start would be discussing the issue with your tutor or asking a teacher or fellow
in the field of your interest whether they have any recommendations, because many employees of

Experts in the field of your thesis like UCU fellows and UU professors can guide you. It is important to

UCU work at or are familiar with UU faculties. Another option is to look for a course at UU in Osiris

start thinking about your Bachelor’s Thesis no later than the end of your second or the beginning of

yourself. You can find them as following:

your third year. UCU fellows can provide good help when deciding on a topic.

- Go to Osiris
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- Press Register and select Course module

from what you know is “normal” or how things should really be… at least where you’re from.

- Now you can use the search option to go to the search menu

Think of it as an onion: you begin to understand one layer of the onion and then a new, deeper

where you can select several criteria, like instruction language.

layer presents itself needing even more understanding, just when you thought you had it figured
out!

Keep in mind that although the course may be taught in English, information on course design and
content in Osiris is often in Dutch.

Experiencing culture shock is both unpleasant and fascinating at once. On the one hand, you
are in a state of constant confusion as to what is right or wrong in relation to your new friends

Information for International Students

and their attitudes and habits. On the other hand however, you are having the time of your life
because every day you wake up to new and exciting adventures.

You have now reached the International Students part of this guide. There are many things that

The best way to cope with your confusion or frustration is to get out there and talk to people.

you need to learn about your new environment and we hope that this advice, coming from our

Don’t feel ashamed of who you are or where you come from or be intimidated by the differ-

own experience, will provide you with a good overview of where to find everything and make

ences or things you aren’t fully comfortable with. Be sensitive to other’s boundaries and try to

your life here easy and pleasant.

understand where they are coming from. People cope with this adjustment in different ways. The
strange food of the dining hall might make you want to stay in your room, shop for familiar food,

Culture shock

and prepare it yourself; living and socializing with people completely different from those in your

Everyone experiences culture shock to a certain degree at UCU, even if you are Dutch! Our little

home culture may make you want to stay in your room and not get out to meet other people.

campus has a life of its own and moving here may seem like moving to a new country even if

If you feel this way, find someone to talk to about what you’re going through and you’ll realize

you’re from just down the road. Plus, the adjustment to socializing and learning in English has

you’re not the only one experiencing this. If you live with someone who might be experiencing

its own frustrations as you learn how to express yourself to new people in a language other than

these things, talk to them about it and let them know they’re not alone.

your native tongue. Nearly everyone is going through this, so don’t feel alone in your frustration
and have patience! You will soon get used to it and it will pass.

Be yourself and at the same time be aware of the fact that, at UCU, you are one of many people
who are feeling overwhelmed with their new life here. Talk to older classmates who have been

Of course, international students get the extra dose of culture shock when moving into a differ-

through it before. The feeling of not being the only one who doesn’t have a clue yet is helpful.

ent culture as well. Culture shock can be a confusing thing and you may not even be aware that

From personal experience, we can confirm that although you start feeling stupid after asking

this is what you are experiencing.

which bus to take from Neude to UCU over and over again, you feel much more on top of things
as soon as you know and can tell others about it. Hopefully, this guide will also be able to allevi-

People typically experience adjustment to a new culture in phases. It may start with finding every-

ate some of your confusion and fears by giving you a clear outline for organizing your new life.

thing in your new home exciting and intriguing, where everything is fun, interesting, and different; you encounter new smells, tastes, faces, rules, routines, and activities every day. This high

Dutch culture and lifestyle

may soon be replaced with frustration as you start to understand that you really don’t understand

Although the general idea about Dutch culture is windmills, clog shoes, and cheese, these are

much about what is going on around you or yearn for the familiarity of your own culture or fam-

just a few clichés for tourists. There is actually a lot more to discover about the Dutch than this.

ily and friends. This can cause anxiety and depression, and maybe you just won’t feel like going
out at all any more. These ups and downs can continue, from excitement or feeling like you really

Contemporary life in the Netherlands and Utrecht in particular reflects a society which is becom-

have a handle on things to frustration with the people and things around you that are different

ing increasingly multi-cultural; as the demographic composition of the country changes, so does
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society, and immigrant influences can be found in many places, from the international flavor of

language, you can actually try to learn to speak the language. If you do not plan to take a Dutch

Lombok market in Utrecht to the presence of international ingredients in the Albert Heijn.

language course at UCU, you can go to the James Boswell Institute and sign up for one of their Dutch
courses there. Although their offer is relatively cheap and it is an option you can take advantage of,

Many Dutch live independent, busy lives, divided into strict schedules. Notice is usually required

internationals that have taken the course there often complain that they are not really very efficient.

for everything, including visits to your mother, and it’s not done to just ‘pop round’ anywhere.
Socializing outside UCU is done mainly in the home, through clubs, and in circles of old friends,

Working and studying

which can make it tough for foreigners to ‘break in’ at first. However, this is not the case on

Although about 70% of the Dutch population speaks English, unfortunately your employment op-

campus so if you’re invited to join a family party, you have crossed a major threshold – the Dutch

portunities if you don’t speak Dutch are very limited. Most EU students find that there are not many

don’t invite just anybody to their home, and chances are you’ve made a friend for life. Birthdays

formalities involved in getting a job in The Netherlands, but Romanian and Bulgarian students require

are celebrated in a big way, with oodles of cake and cries of well-wishing loud enough to wake

a working permit. Although the general regulations tell you that you need to show proof of health

the dead.

insurance or have a special type of VVA, in practice this was never required of any of the students.
Managers will generally automatically arrange the paper work for you once you are in their employ,

A defining characteristic of the Dutch culture is honesty and directness. If a Dutch person is an-

but read the Working Permit section below to check if you need one or not.

noyed by something, he will let it be known. Do not be completely shocked if this ever happens
to you, just remember that barking dogs do not bite and, perhaps, that the person who spoke

Working Permit

out to you might have had a good reason for doing so. When people speak their mind to you this

Non-EEA citizens who would like to work need a work permit (tewerkstellingsvergunning). Citizens

means they care enough about you to do so.

from EU member states do not need a work permit, with the exception of the new EU-member states:
if you are Romanian or Bulgarian, you still need a work permit before you are allowed to work in The

Historically, Dutch society was severely divided along religious lines; Catholics would not socialize

Netherlands. You can find more information at www.uu.nl/visa >> work permit or

with Protestants and vice versa. To prevent society from breaking down, the Dutch culture devel-

www.nuffic.net/immigration . Everybody who plans to work in the Netherlands will need a Social-Fis-

oped a system of tolerance; ‘I might not like what you do, but I will allow you to do it anyways

cal number (sofinummer or burgerregistratienummer – check the section bellow for more information

for the sake of society’. A great example of how tolerance still plays a role in Dutch society is the

on how to do that).

Dutch drug policy. Officially, Dutch laws banning Marihuana have never been revoked. Instead,
the police simply tolerate the personal use of it. This doesn’t mean that every Dutch person is a

Although we didn’t encounter this issue for the jobs we are listing here for you, some employees are

pothead; only about 5% of the population indulges (less than France, where drug policies are

required to have a ‘basisverzekering’ or basic health insurance. If you will ever need something like

much stricter). Many Dutch people consider hanging out in coffee shops an activity for slackers

this, visit the Nuffic website for more information: www.nuffic.net/immigration/.

and tourists.
Other jobs
Finally, a prominent characteristic of Dutch culture is that the Dutch are very loving and caring

There are two jobs, though, that have been around for some time and you might want to consider

for those around them that they trust. Once you have broken through the outer shell, which

one of these as well. The Albert Heijn gladly hires international students, and so does Dining Hall,

sometimes is easier than you might think, expect a warm embrace and true Dutch “gezelligheid”.

although the available number of jobs is limited.

There are few things more rewarding than Dutch friendship, perhaps because of the honesty and
directness that went before it, so cherish every one of them and expect them to last a life-time.

Albert Heijn

Learning Dutch

Do you dream about being one of the smiling people with beautiful blue shirts stacking products on

If you become completely in love with the Netherlands and its beautiful cat-purring-like guttural

shelves or baking bread in Albert Heijn? Then ask for an employment form at the cigarette counter
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second option will be much faster, as it usually takes a few weeks before they call you back for an
interview.

UCAA: University College Alumni Association
Alumni are the ambassadors of the University after graduation and determine the image of the col-

The amount of hours that you want to work and your schedule is a matter of negotiation with your

lege not only in the Netherlands, but especially abroad as UCU is an international college. Further-

manager, so take your course schedule with you and keep in mind that if you want to get studiefi-

more, alumni provide an important network and hence are a significant source for input about after-

nanciering (see DUO section), you need to work for at least 8 hours per week. You receive your sal-

UCU education, scholarships, contacts, jobs, research projects etc.

ary at the end of each month; it is calculated per hour and the amount increases every year depending on your age.

The University College Alumni Association (UCAA) is a professional organisation and the official
representative of UCU alumni. UCAA believes that its main task is to maintain the connection not

Dining Hall Job

only among UCU alumni and students but also between UCU alumni and UCU staff. UCU Alumni are

If you absolutely hate biking to work and back and have a passion for the food in Dining Hall, you

updated on the whereabouts of their fellow alumni and interesting events by means of newsletters

can also request a job there from the managing director, Kees-Jan van Spronsen. You will be put on a

and the yearly magazine, Post. The Post is a magazine that includes articles written by alumni, for

waitlist and if you act quickly, are an international and in need of money you might actually be able to

alumni, about their internship, their work, their hobbies etc. However, it also includes articles from

start working there the following semester.

College Hall.

Looking for other places of employment

At every (May) graduation, UCAA hands in the “Alumni Award”. UCAA believes the winner of the

You can always try your luck in town at one of the numerous employment agencies located

Alumni Award is the ‘one’ who made the effort the most to build the social cohesion among the

on Biltstraat. In our experience, however, this is not of much use unless you can speak some

students and still keep up with academic expectations of UCU. This effort could have been made in

Dutch.

different ways, such as running and/or participating in different UCU projects and communities.

For a part-time/student job it is also possible to just take a walk around the city and see who’s

UCUniverse

hiring. There is a huge horeca (eating-out) industry in Utrecht and many of the behind-the-

TThe combined efforts of UCAA and the UCU Alumni office are aimed at preserving the connection

scenes jobs (i.e. dishwashing and kitchen help) do not require one to speak or understand any

between alumni and the College, and providing UCU students with a valuable source of information

Dutch, though a little proficiency may be helpful. Just make sure you do your job-hunting at a

for masters and your future careers, among others by the creation of UCUniverse.

favorable time, for example, if you’d like to have a summer job, start looking in April instead of
June.

UCUniverse is meant to serve both as a social networking tool as well as a helpful database of and for
all UCU students and alumni to get information about prospective masters and inspiration for their

Other remarks about employment

careers. This tool is aimed at increasing the cohesion between former and current students and at

Overall, having an extra source of income to finance all your wonderful student plans is great. How-

building a strong alumni network on which recently graduated and interested alumni can rely.

ever, you should also think of the fact that having employment while being a student at UCU can

Moreover, it allows UCAA to send you information on their events and enables you to (stay in) touch

turn out to be very stressful if you have ambitions of doing all your schoolwork and of participating

(with) alumni who studied where you wish to apply or are employed by the organization you would

in social life on campus as well. Be realistic when taking up such responsibilities and make it clear for

like to work for. To be part of this growing network, the only step you need to take is to sign up and

yourself what your priorities are. That in mind, having a side job can be still be a great way to inte-

keep your profile updated (www.ucuniverse.com).

grate into Dutch culture and seek authentic experience in a foreign country.
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Looking towards your Master’s degree

2. Searching for universities

Unlike many other Dutch university programs, University College only offers an undergraduate

Another way to look for a Master’s program is at specific universities. Google ‘University Rankings’

program and there is no obvious master program that follows after UCU. This means that you

and you will find many organizations, which offer you lists of best universities and their most presti-

will have to find one tailored to your preferences yourself. In case, like many students at UCU,

gious programs. Perhaps you would like to study in a specific country or city. You can of course ask for

you have not yet decided what direction you want to continue in after UCU, talking to teachers,

universities to send you a brochure through the mail, but this takes time, and the information is not

fellows, or your tutor, or by researching a bit yourself might give you an idea of what you would

always complete. Most universities will have an information page about the Master’s programs they

like to do.

offer. Utrecht University offers 105 Master’s degree programs taught in English, and many more in
Dutch (http://www.uu.nl/EN/education/programmes/graduate/).

Who to talk to
There are various people you can talk to if you are in the process of deciding what Master’s you want

3. Master’s information days

to do. Whether you already know what you want to do, but are overwhelmed by the vast amount of

Many universities organize Master’s information days where they organize lectures and have stands

options or you have no clue at all the following people might be useful talking to:

for the different master’s programs of their university. In the spring of 2011, there will be a Master’s

- Teachers: if you are interested in studying in a particular field talk to one of you teachers, they have

fair organized at the Jaarbeurs here in Utrecht. Besides Dutch master’s programs, there will be delega-

the experience in the field.

tions offering programs from Belgium, Denmark, Germany, the UK, Ireland, Italy, Sweden, Switzer-

- Fellows: the fellows are the track supervisors, they have ample experience in the field and often have

land, and even Canada.

good relations with the relevant UU faculty.
- Career Development Officer: The CDO, Dr. Bas Defize, has an advisory role for students in planning

4. Application

their future. His office is located in College Hall. He assists students in finding information on post

Keep in mind that there are universities that require you to apply up to a year in advance. After having

UCU opportunities

decided upon a master’s degree, you will need to know exactly how the application process works for

- Tutor: If you do not know who to go to for advice, your tutor is a good first step. The tutors will

a specific university. There are a number of things that are important when selecting a program, such

most likely be able to redirect to someone who can help you. However, keep in mind that they might

as admission dates, prerequisites, financial matters, legal matters specific to countries. Remember to

not be specialized in your field of interest.

start in time.

- Others: Alumni, friends or ASC!
ASC efforts
1. Internet

Every year the ASC and the Career Development Officer join forces to organize a Master’s Symposium.

The first and easiest way to start looking for a Master’s program is on the Internet. A conve-

All sorts of relevant information regarding Master’s and applications for one will be presented at the

nient tool to find a Master’s that suits you is through Master’s degree portals. These are web-

symposium. Furthermore, ASC has written the ‘Master’s booklet’ that will be distributed among the

sites that list all the Master’s a country has to offer, you can browse through them based on

students annually. This booklet elaborates on the phases one goes through in the process of finding

your interests and prerequisites. Studiekeuze123 is a website funded by the Dutch government

and applying for a Master’s.

that lists all the masters in the Netherlands (the English link is (the English link is http://www.
studychoice.nl/). http://www.studychoice.nl/). If you are thinking about doing a master’s degree

Housing after UCU

in another European country, try http://www.mastersportal.eu/. This new initiative by a group

Start thinking about this in your first year of studies! Why? Read on!

of students that later became EU education professionals browses through 15.000 masters that
can be taken in the European Union. Especially the latter portal is very comprehensive and clear

Many UCU-alumni fiercely disagree with the following statement, but believe us when we say that

to use.

there is a life after UCU. As soon as you’ve completed your studies at UCU, you’ll be kicked off the
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Getting Around

alumni leave Utrecht or even the Netherlands to pursue a Master’s degree, about 50% stay in Utrecht
and are faced with the problem of finding a new room off campus. According to SSH (the student-

Bikes

housing corporation of Utrecht), half of the students looking for a room find one within 3 months.

Getting a bike is an extremely important part of your accommodation period here. Just look

Thus, waiting times are not that long, but you have to prepare yourself properly in order to get a

around at the rivers of bikes on the street every day and you’ll get just what a big part of the

good chance on a nice, affordable room!

Dutch lifestyle they are. But it’s not only about that, it’s also a very quick way to get absolutely
everywhere in a very cheap way so it’s a good investment to make right at the beginning of your

The best thing to do as a first-year student in Utrecht is to subscribe to SSH (website:

first year. Because they are so popular, bikes tend to be quite expensive in the Netherlands, with

www.sshu.nl). This will cost you a one-time fee of €27,50 and the possible benefits of an early

second hand bikes ranging from 50-90€ and new bikes starting from 170€. We recommend that

subscription can be huge. Rooms through SSH are generally comparatively cheaper for their size than

you buy a bike that does not look too new or expensive because bike theft is common. Buying a

rooms through the Internet or other privately owned student houses. SSH allocates about 10.000

very good lock or even two is a must.

rooms in Utrecht to students.
There are many bike shops on the way from campus to the centre, however the cheapest ones
How to go about renting a room through SSH depends on the type of room you want?
For most rooms, you will have to go to a sort of interview with your potential new unit-mates (in

we found are:
• ABC Bikes / This is the cheapest place we found so far and it’s also the nicest, with friendly

Dutch we call this ‘hospiteren’). You can respond to empty rooms on the website of SSH. The 15

Moroccan owners who get you very nice deals even for new bikes. A second hand there costs

respondents who have been subscribed to SSH the longest will be invited to go ‘hospiteren’. The unit-

50€ and they’re also much cheaper than other places in town when it comes to repairing tires

mates then pick their favourite applicant. On the website of SSH you can see the subscription date of

and things like that. You can find ABC bikes by turning right at the lights from Beijenkorf,

the last 10 students who got a room through SSH. Generally, these students subscribed in 2004-2006,

crossing the street to the C&A side and then turning left at the second street, the one with

so 3-5 years of subscription.

the Jazz Podium. The shop is just at the first intersection down the road: Willemstraat 22, 0613.18.66.70.

Other rooms are rented out according to the longest subscription principle: simply the student that has

• Central Station Bike Shop /This shop doesn’t have a clear address but it’s very easy to find.

been subscribed the longest to SSH and responds to the advertisement on the SSH website gets the

Just go to Central Station and at the streetlights look for the Media Markt entrance; the bike

room. SSH also rents out temporary rooms (for less than a year). For these type of rooms, it is generally

shop is just 20 meters further down the street, just ask people around if you can’t find it. The

not necessary to go ‘hospiteren,’ but you have to be subscribed for at least 2 years in order to be considered. Thus, it is very important to subscribe yourself as soon as you’ve chosen to study in Utrecht!

price range for second hand bikes is 60-90€.
• NS Bike Rental Service /Bikes can also be rented at most railway stations. At secured bicycle shelters,
bikes can be secured safely and cheaply. There are several of these in town, the U-stal in Vrendenburg

Other ways to get a room include the Ublad (check the ‘Ukjes’ or small advertisements on the last few

square, the ‘fietsenstallingen’ at Overvecht railway station and at Utrecht Central Station.

pages), internet-sites (www.kamertje.nl, www.kamernet.nl, www.opkamers.nl or
www.kamer.nl) or, of course, through a friend, friend of a friend, or friend of a friend of a friend of

Public Transport

yours. Always tell everybody you know that you are looking for a room; this will significantly increase

In order to get around in the Netherlands there are two websites that you must definitely keep at

your chance to get a room quickly! Do note, however, that most rooms (80% according to a study in

close hand:

2008) found via Internet or advertisements are too expensive according to Dutch civil law. Check the
website of the Dutch Ministry of VROM; there you can calculate the maximum allowed rental price of

Trains / www.ns.nl

your room according to the ‘rental point system’ devised by the Dutch Ministry.

This is the official website of the train company and it offers very accurate information about the
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trains departing every hour from all train stations around the Netherlands. It’s very useful to use ev-

website. And if you want help with all of this, you can always drop by the ASC or UCSA office.

ery time you plan to go somewhere. Train tickets can be bought at the station from the ticket office

Website: http://www.studentcar.nl/en/

or from the vending machines at the train station.

Traveling Further
There are several discounts that you can obtain. If you are travelling with a Dutch student who has

Low cost airlines / Probably the most popular way for students to explore Europe, especially dur-

an OV card, you can get a 40% discount. However, if you travel by yourself a lot you can get an

ing the breaks, is with low cost airlines. They might not be the most punctual services or the most

Off-peak discount card for one year, which gives you the same reduction as travelling with an OV

pampering, but they are definitely GREAT for student budgets, especially if you book your tickets

cardholder Monday-Friday after 9 a.m., during the weekend and on public holidays; it costs 55€. As

well in advance.

a discount cardholder you can travel with up to 3 people who can enjoy the same discount as you.

Here is the list of the airlines we found most useful.
www.wizzair.com

http://www.nshispeed.nl/en

www.ryanair.com

This website is the one you need to go to in order to book international train tickets.

www.easyjet.com
www.lufthansa.com

Buses / www.9292ov.nl
This is the Dutch website for public transport and it is extremely useful as it gives you all the in-

Airline tickets search engines / If your destination cannot be found on low cost airlines, you

formation you ever wanted about getting to a certain place. Just type in the street name or post

might want to look for tickets using search engines. There are definitely many around; however,

code of your point of departure and arrival and you’ll be given an accurate schedule of all the

if you have trouble finding a good one, we have selected a few we find most useful.

buses, trams, metros, and trains that you need to take to get to that station, plus the estimate

www.skyscanner.net

time for your trip.

www.edreams.com
www.cheapflights.nl

It is useful to know that both city and regional busses depart from and arrive at Central Station.
Busses 4 and 12 are the ones that can get you closest to campus. Bus 4 leaves you at the inter-

Interrail / This is another low budget option for those who want to explore Europe by train. In

section with Prinshendriklaan; in order to get to bus 12 just turn right when you exit campus and

order to be eligible to use this service, you must have been resident of a European country for

then turn right again on the path just before the small canal.

more than 6 months. You can use Interrail to travel up to one month and the price is calculated
according to your age and the days you want to travel. www.interrail.net

You can use a rechargeable public transportation card, known as an OV-Chipkaart. It costs 7.50
to purchase the card itself from a vending machine in the Central Station. Credit may be added

Hitch hiking / Thumbs up for this very cheap and adventurous way of traveling! At UCU every

to the cards at any automatic ticketing machine in the train station.

autumn and spring break we organize hitch hiking competitions to different places to enjoy see-

Student Car

ing Europe for free. So far we’ve been to Italy, Portugal and Slovenia, but who knows where the

With StudentCar you can rent a car by the hour. For €2,50 per hour you can have 24/7 self-

road is going to take us! Although people like to discourage you and tell you it’s unsafe, if you

service access to the StudentCar on campus, parked in front of the Dining Hall. To use the car,

travel in pairs and you scan the people who offer you rides you can actually have a great experi-

you need to create an account online on their website You will next receive an access card. You

ence, meeting many nice, diverse, and good people. If it appeals to your sense of adventure you

can then book the car online and you will be able to enter the car with the access card for the

can also use it to travel on your own on weekends to places nearby. Check out this link for advice

booked period of time.

on how to do it: http://girls.hitchbase.com/doku.php

We have 1 student car on campus at the moment. For more information you should visit their

Couch Surfing / CouchSurfing is a very nice system that is very popular with UCU people. It is ba-
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sically a system by which everyone lends their couch or mattress to people who want to stay over

an agreement with Utrecht University to provide cheap prices for students. For a list of prices,

in your town for a few nights for free. It works by means of their website: www.couchsurfing.nl

check out their website (in Dutch)

You just create a profile and then you are able to send requests, receive them, and check out
what people wrote on theirs to see whether you want to receive them, stay at their place or not.
Although it sounds a bit unsafe, we’ve had great experiences with it, met really nice people and

The City of Utrecht

even made good friends so just give it a try if you want to travel around. If you feel you need
more advice before joining, just talk to Trip Co. Couchsurfing’s aim is to be an international net-

Even though you might get all that you need on campus, it is worth taking a look at what takes place

work of people and places, create educational exchanges, raise collective consciousness, spread

beyond the gate. You’re living in the middle of an interesting and exciting city, so get out and take

tolerance, and facilitate cultural understanding.

advantage of it!

Dutch Buddy System / The Dutch Buddy System basically is one in which Dutch students are of-

With a population of approximately 300,000, Utrecht is the fourth largest city of the Netherlands. Due

fering their homes wherever in Holland (the more different places the better) for interested foreign

to its central location, it is the main transportation hub in the country, being connected to highways in

or other Dutch students to go to. Those students who do not mind taking a fellow student home

seven directions and its train station being the most important train station of the Netherlands. About

once (or more often) during the semester when it’s convenient for a day or a weekend, or those

90% of the Netherlands can be reached from Utrecht within 2 hours.

that have a cool, welcoming family and would love to show off their house and cozy city/town are
all very desired.

Utrecht and its surroundings are one of the economically most powerful regions in Europe, with a
strong focus on services and finance. Examples are the headquarters of Fortis Netherlands and

If you are interested in this, send e-mail to ucsa@uu.nl or drop by the UCSA office during office

Rabobank.

hours (17:00-19:30)!

History
Lonely Planet / A beat-up old car, a few dollars in the pocket, and a sense of adventure. That’s

The city of Utrecht was founded in Roman times as Ultraiectum ad Rhenum, which means place to

what laid the basis of one of the best series of travel books for the entire world: Lonely Planet

cross the Rhine River. It was a castellum on the Roman limes, a defense line at the northernmost

Guides. They can be found for almost every country and continent in the world but also for

border of the Roman Empire to protect the Roman Empire from Germanic tribes such as the Frisians,

bigger cities; they are renowned for their personal writing style, first-hand approach, up-to-date

Saxons and Tubanti in the north. Parts of the castellum are still found around the current site of the

maps and commitment to providing the best information for travelers. As international people

Dom cathedral.

traveling all over the world, they have become an indispensible item to put in our backpacks as
they also tell you about the history and culture of places you go to and indicate places off the

After the decline of the Roman Empire, the city was of little importance. The main centre of trade in

tourist map. These guides are available in most bookstores but you can check them out and order

these days was Dorestad (presently Wijk bij Duurstede), some 20 km southeast of Utrecht. The revival

them online as well at: http://www.lonelyplanet.com/

of Utrecht only commenced in 690 A.D., when the English missionary Willibrord built a church on the
current site of the Dom cathedral. Willibrord was made bishop of the Frisians, and was commanded by

Canoeing / Just at the Krommerijn pool you can find yourself a canoe renting place. It’s a nice alter-

Rome to convert the pagan Frisians. Despite becoming the religious centre of the Netherlands, Utrecht

native to keep in mind when you want to explore the surroundings or just have some fun with friends

remained a modest city that was frequently raided by Vikings throughout the early middle ages.

on the river. The canals can take you either towards town or deep into the forest and nature around
Utrecht so check out their website for opening times and prices. www.rijnstroom.nl

Utrecht developed greatly after 1,000 A.D. It slowly took over the trade position of Dorestad, and

Car Rental / The cheapest Car rental service we found was with Europcar, which has entered into

became the prime trading location within the Netherlands for a while. Many traders settled in Utrecht
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around the newly dug Oudegracht. In 1122, Utrecht was granted city rights from the emperor of

Like Amsterdam and Groningen, Utrecht has a relatively high proportion of students. The two main

the Holy Roman Empire, of which the Netherlands was still a part of at that time. Within the area of

institutions of higher education are Utrecht University, of which UCU is part, and the Hogeschool

what nowadays is the Netherlands, the bishop of Utrecht ruled over the the Sticht and Oversticht,

Utrecht (a professional college). The university was the second university founded in the Netherlands

which is nearly equivalent to the present-day provinces of Utrecht, Overijssel, Drenthe and the city of

(after Leiden) in 1636. Utrecht University is internationally known as one of the best universities on

Groningen.

the European continent, and has been home to many scientists and thinkers, including René Descartes, and twelve Nobel Prize laureates.

Turbulent years followed after the Middle Ages, especially during the reformation and the Dutch
war of independence against Spain in the 16th century. In 1579, the Union of Utrecht was signed

Most buildings of both institutions are located at the Uithof, a large university campus on the eastern

in the chapter hall of the cathedral (currently a university hall), in which seven Dutch provinces

edge of Utrecht, about one km from UCU. This is home to the academic hospital, the university library

united in their protest against the rule of the Habsburgian King Charles V. In 1580, the cathedral

and several science and psychologyfaculties and laboratories. A number of other faculties are located

was taken over by Protestants, and for four centuries Catholics had a minor role in Dutch gover-

downtown at the Drift and near Janskerkhof, including the faculties of law, humanities and econom-

nance. This was also the period that Amsterdam became the most important centre of trade in

ics. Several minor libraries are located downtown as well, such as the law library between Neude and

Europe, leaving Utrecht as a sleeping city. More disaster struck when a tornado ruined the nave of

Janskerkhof, and the humanities library at the Drift.

the cathedral in 1674.

Cultural Places in Utrecht
Short hope appeared during the period of French occupation of the Netherlands. Napoleon’s brother,

As Utrecht is bustling with student life, many student services can be found all over the city, and an

Louis Napoleon, was made king of Holland, and Utrecht was chosen to be the royal seat of this

extensive array of student activities are organized throughout the year.

kingdom. A palace was created at the Drift, but when Amsterdam offered Louis Napoleon to reside
in their city hall, the king left Utrecht. The palace was turned into the humanities library of Utrecht

Parnassos

University.

First off, there is the Parnassos cultural centre, where UU students can take music, drama and other
creative courses at great discounts. Most classes are taught in Dutch. The English courses offered

Renewed economic development took place in the 19th century. In the 1840’s, an important railroad

include painting, drawing, photography and yoga, as well as seasonal specials. Parnassos is situated

was created between Amsterdam, Utrecht and Arnhem to improve the connection between Amster-

in the city of Utrecht and has a lot of practice rooms and a cosy bar.

dam and the Ruhr area in western Germany. The combination of rail and water connectivity attracted
industries to settle in Utrecht, and a great expansion of the city beyond the canals took place in this

Parnassos

period, during which neighborhoods like Lombok and Wittevrouwen were constructed. Ever since,

Kruisstraat 201 / 3581GK UTRECHT

the increased connectivity has stimulated Utrecht’s economy greatly, and the city has steadily grown

030-253 8448

over the course of the 19th and 20th century.

www.parnassos.nl

The 19th century also witnessed the creation of the Dutch water line, just east of Utrecht. This was a

Studium Generale

belt of fields that could easily be inundated in case of war to form a natural barrier to stop the enemy.

Tired of attending lectures in the UCU auditorium? Studium Generale organizes lectures on

Fortresses were built at strategic sites, of which one (Fort Vossegat) was expanded to be a military

several topics ranging from religion to Darwin at locations throughout Utrecht. Sessions normally

base in the 1920’s, which in 1999 was transformed into the current UCU campus.

consist of a lecture, and the possibility to discuss the topic with the lecturer afterwards.

Utrecht and students

Studium Generale
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Postbus 80 125 / 3508TC UTRECHT

Being one of the most important Dutch cities,

030-253 2436

Utrecht is home to many museums with greatly

www.sg.uu.nl

differing scope.

Aboriginal Art Museum

Centraal Museum / From Miffy to Rietveld,

Oudegracht 176, Utrecht

Pathé ArenA – Mainstream and IMAX

Cultural Sundays

from Utrecht’s history to paintings: you can

http://www.aamu.nl/

ArenA boulevard 600

Cultural Sundays is a series of monthly festi-

find it all in the Central Museum. Several

vals and events. Local art institutions and ven-

exhibitions are organized through the year.

Botanical Gardens

0900-1458

ues work together to prepare a festival based

Nicolaaskerkhof 10

Originally created for the biology department,

(Near Amsterdam Bijlmer ArenA station

on a theme, which is of specific relevance

030-2 362 362

the botanical gardens now contains several

only 17 minutes from Utrecht Centraal)

to the city of Utrecht. Each festival covers a

www.centraalmuseum.nl

species of flora from all around the world in

www.pathe.nl/arena

http://www.museum-maluku.nl/

Tolsteegbrug 1 / 030-2320450
www.louishartloopercomplex.nl

Amsterdam Zuid-Oost

a beautifully designed garden at the Uithof.

broad spectrum of cultural and recreational
events with programs for a wide audience,

Netherlands Railway Museum / Although

Entrance is free for UU students.

Utrecht Festivals

programmed over one day: a Sunday. Many

in dull terms it is a museum displaying a great

Budapestlaan 17

March – April: Impakt Festival –

art disciplines, including theatre, opera, music,

range of items related to the history of the

030-253 5455

Sounds and images

dance, film, literature, visual arts, street culture

Dutch railroads, it must be noted that it is

http://www.bio.uu.nl/bottuinen

www.impakt.nl

and storytelling are at one time or another

pretty successful one, managing to take you

represented in the festivals. Performances are

back in time to the old days when steamer

Movie theatres

May: Festival on the Wharf –

given mostly by professionals, but occasionally

trains were still used. The museum is located

Utrecht has several cinemas, varying from main-

Theatre and music

also by amateurs. Admission is generally free

in the classic Maliebaan station and has re-

stream popular movies to arthouse movies. The

www. Festivalaandewerf.nl

of charge. www.culturelezondagen.nl

cently been renovated.Maliebaanstation

most popular cinemas are listed below.
May: Latin-American Film Festival

030-2306206

Conservatorium

http://www.spoorwegmuseum.nl/

This wonderful place where artistic minds learn

Pathé Rembrandt – Mainstream releases

www.laff.nl

Oudegracht 73

the intricacies of classical music is situated in

University Museum / Utrecht University is

0900-1458

June: Midzomergracht –

the heart of Utrecht, close to Hoog Catherine.

an institution with a long and interesting

http://www.pathe.nl/bioscoop/rembrandt

gay music, art, film, literature, theatre

It is a nice place to listen to great free concerts.

history. Several objects related to science in

Students perform here a few times a week both

Utrecht are on display. Entrance is free for UU

Catharijne – Mainstream releases

during the day and in the evenings so it is worth

students.

Radboudkwartier 19 (Hoog Catharijne mall)

July: The Parade – outdoor theatre, music,

checking their online agenda for updated infor-

Lange Nieuwstraat 106

030-233 4400

dance, film and carnival

mation. www.hku.nl/agendamuziek

030-253 8008

www.bioswolff.nl

www.deparade.nl

www.midzomergracht.nl

www.uu.nl/universiteitsmuseum
Filmtheater ‘t Hoogt – Arthouse

August – September: Festival Oude Muziek –

Mariaplaats 28 / 3511 LL Utrecht

Museum Maluku /

Hoogt 4 / 030-231 2216

ancient and classical music

030-2314044

Moluccan Historic Museum

www.hoogt.nl

www.oudemuziek.nl

Museums

Kruisstraat 313, Utrecht

Louis Hartlooper Complex – Arthouse

September: Nederlands Film Festival

Utrechts Conservatorium
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In Utrecht, the Oecumenical Student Congre-

Bollenhofsestraat 138

One of the nicest things to do in Utrecht is to go

gation in which various churches participate,

030-271 9015

to Neude Square, sit at one of the many cafes

September: De Beschaving –

holds its services for all Christian denomina-

music, dance, dance performances,

tions in Janskerk on Sunday at 11.00 (exege-

Christian Union

nice feel for all the hustle and bustle of life in

film and movies

sis, liturgy and celebration). The services are

International Bible discussions in English

Utrecht and of the vibrating atmosphere created

www.debeschaving.nl

held in Dutch. You can find information about

www.cu-utrecht.studver.uu.nl

by the huge student population dominating the

there and just have a beer. It gives you a very

the activities of the congregation every week
October: Springdance –

in the U-blad.

dance performances
www.springdance.nl

Oecumenical Student Congregation

social life here. A nice, grand cafe in the square
Greek Orthodox Church

is Café le Jounal and is the hive of activity in

Springweg 89

the summer.

030-233 1489
Tivoli

Niewwegracht 32
November: Art Attack –

030-231 8775

Islam

This former monastery, now a cavernous dance

art performances of the School of Arts

www.eug.studver.uu.nl

Islamic Centre Foundation

hall with medieval chandeliers, remains very

Lieflandlaan 3

popular and is a fixture of Utrecht’s student

Services in languages other than Dutch:

030-273 4086

oriented music scene, whether it’s for old rock-

November: Smartlappen Festival –

English (Anglican)

www.sicn.nl

ers like REM, current alternative acts, DJ’s or

Dutch Folk Music

Holy Trinity Anglican Church

www.smartlappenfestival.nl

Vanhogendorpstraat 26

Turkish Islamic Youth Association

so entrance is free but for the rest of the week

030-251 3424

R.v.d.Hamkade 18

numerous concerts are hosted there so check

www.holytrinityutrecht.nl

030-244 2430

their agenda for updates.

English (Roman Catholic)

Judaism

www.artattack.hku.nl

Spirituality in
Utrecht

big-band jazz. Thursday is student night in town

www.tivoli.nl
Sunday Service, 12.30pm

Orthodox Synagogue

Kafé Belgie

If the small meditation room on campus is not

St. Augustin Church

Springweg 164

This lively bar is an absolute must for beer-lovers.

enough for you, Utrecht University has several

Oudegracht 69

030-273 2453

It stocks examples of most of Benelux’s brewers

sanctuaries where you can pray, meditate or

www.englishmassutrecht.nl

www.joodsutrecht.nl

and has a revolving guest-beer policy. The bar

just contemplate. Please check:

normally has approximately 196 beers availFrench (Belgian Reformed Church)

www.qdesk.uu.nl/english for more information.

Eglise Reformee Wallonne
Pieterskerkhof 3

However you can also participate in the

Christianity

Going Out in
Utrecht

so on tap. It also keeps a large inflatable shark
suspended from the ceiling to keep watch over

030-231 1485

its patrons. It is conveniently located close to
Although you should just go around the city, get

the Dom, so just walk down the canal and you’ll

Nieuwekerk (Reformed)

lost on the small streets and discover Utrecht by

see it on your left just after the Aboriginal Kunst

Service in Dutch but headphones in English,

yourself, here are some places you can start with:

Museum.

French and German available

Neude Cafes

Café Ledig Erf

Utrecht religious community by checking out
these places:

able, some 170 of them bottled, a dozen or
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This classy pub overlooks a confluence of canals

Probably our all time favorite place in Utrecht

One of the things the Netherlands is famous

Bodytalk – Gay meeting point

at the southern tip of town. Patrons gather on

is The Boat. There are no websites, no ad-

for is the great tolerance towards homosexual-

Oudegracht 64

tables around oversized chessboards on the terrace

dresses and no commercial banners to indicate

ity. The Netherlands was the first country in

www.bodytalk.org

and the place is always packed in warm weather.

this place, it’s just a boat on the river; you can

the world to establish same-sex marriage in

Inside, the beer list and the bar snacks keep every-

find it by taking the curvy road next to the

2001. This tolerance is to some extent even

en Suite - club

thing groovy. It’s a cozy and intimate winner.

Schouwburg and walking straight on from

considered to be part of Dutch identity, and

Oudegracht 97

www.ledigerf.nl

the intersection with the bridge. You’ll know

even extreme-right parties in the Dutch parlia-

www.en-suite.nl

you’ve found it when, after walking for 10-15

ment consider this tolerance towards same-sex

‘t Oude Pothuys

minutes, you’ll see a place with nice Moroc-

relations something to be cherished.

Small and dark, this basement pub has night mu-

can laps and a lot of plants. The Boat is a

sic – usually jam sessions with locals trying their

coffeeshop (so bring your ID with you when

Still, when you are attracted to those of your

hand at rock and jazz, but touring pro bands are

you want to go there). It doesn’t serve alco-

own gender, you might still feel some re-

also featured. The sound system is tops.

hol, only amazing teas and biological juices

straints. Luckily enough, there are several gay

www.pothuys.nl

brought all the way from Indonesia. You don’t

facilities all over the city of Utrecht, varying

have to smoke to enjoy the place; the music

from discussion groups to nightlife.

Park Café

is always amazing, you can just relax, read a

A nice escape from campus craziness is Park

book or play chess.

Kitty - alternative disco
ACU Voorstraat 71
www.kittyqueer.nl

Sports and
Recreation

Gay associations
Cultureel Ontspanning Centrum - Midden

Sports facilities in Utrecht

to Wielhemina Park. It’s intimate and always

The Pancake Place in the forest

Nederland (Cultural Leisure Centre)

Utrecht has many well-known sports clubs

packed with people who drop by for a beer or a

One of the best-kept secrets of Utrecht is

www.cocmiddennederland.nl

such as Orca and Triton rowing clubs, U.S.H.C.

coffee after a relaxing walk in the park.

Theehuis Rhijnauwen, the pancake house

www.parkcafebuiten.nl

found at the end of the path through the for-

More associations in Dutch language

is a small list that you can begin with if you’re

Café, conveniently located at the entrance

hockey club and Kampong cricket club. Here

est. You get there by walking straight on from

can be found at

looking for a place to practice your favorite

Jan Primus

the Krommerijn Pool and it takes probably a

www.bnb-utrecht.com/gay-utrecht.php

sport. More information about the various

If you feel like the UCU bar doesn’t do it for

45-minute by foot or a 15-minute bike ride

you any more but you don’t feel up to biking

through wonderful, countryside-like scenery.

Events

to town, the closest alternative is Jan Primus

It is a very refreshing change from the urban

Midzomer Gracht

bar, conveniently located at the corner with

landscape. Although Dutch cuisine is not very

Yearly gay festival in June

Rowing

Prins Hendriklaan, just next to where you can

diverse, it is famous for its delicious pancakes

www.midzomergracht.nl

Triton

take bus 4. It’s small and full of people in the

and this place serves a whole variety of them

evening stopping for a beer on their way from

along with nice tea and Chocomel. It’s a won-

Gay Pride Amsterdam

3525BB UTRECHT		

work.

derful choice for a weekend morning or for a

Parade on boats through the canals of Amsterdam

http://www.usrtriton.nl

quiet evening, but please keep in mind that

Yearly late July / early August

030-288 9588

the kitchen closes at 20.30.

http://www.gaypride.nl/

Gay Life

Gay bars & clubs

The Boat
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Verlengde-Hoogravenseweg 13

Van Slag

Large - Burg. Reigerstraat 57

ers among us, it’s a good place to ease your

3525BB UTRECHT

Uppsalalaan 3

Small - Jan van Scorelstraat 138

homesickness for a bit. Get off the empty,

www.orcaroeien.nl

3584CT UTRECHT

030-289 0860

www.vanslag.net

Super de Boer

030-253 3908

Large – Adriaan van Ostadelaan 40

sterile Dutch roads and travel back to where

Hockey

life still takes place outside.
Markets

U.S.H.C.

Swimming Pool

Beer and Distilled Spirits

If you want your grocery shopping to be more

Uppsalalaan 3

Kromme Rijn

Gall & Gall – All sorts of liquor

of an experience than just hopping in and out

3584 CT UTRECHT

Weg naar Rhijnauwen 3

Burg. Reigerstraat 35-37

of the Albert Heyn, try the weekly markets in

www.ushc.nl

3584AD UTRECHT

Lacrosse

the city centre. The largest one is on Vreden-

www.utrecht.nl

Bert’s Bierhuis – Beer specialties Store

burg, the square right in front of the Hoog

030 - 286 6020

Twijnstraat 41, Utrecht

Catharijne mall main entrance.

Large retail – Ravenswade 88, Nieuwegein

Vredenburg market

Domstad Devils
Kanaalstraat 68bis
3531 CL UTRECHT

Shopping in Utrecht

10:00-17:00

Organic (biological) products

Friday		

10:00-17:00

Shopping Centers

De Natuurwinkel

Saturday		

8:00-17:00

The largest shopping centre of Utrecht is the

Nachtegaalstraat 51A

www.domstaddevils.nl		
06-26091077

Wednesday

Football

Hoog Catharijne mall, which is situated be-

Odysseus ’91

tween the train station and the city centre. It

De Groene Winkel

and usually the people behind the stand are

Uppsalalaan 3

houses a great rang of mainstream shops such

Zadelstraat 16-18

involved in their food production.

3584 CT UTRECHT

as V&D department store, H&M, and Media

www.odysseus91.nl

Markt, where you can buy cheap electronics.

Lombok

Farm sales

Slightly off the beaten tourist track, on the

You don’t feel like feeding Albert Heijn’s

06-48616734

The Friday market sells only organic food,

More specialized stores and boutiques can

other side of Central Station, lays one of the

piggy bank again? Skip the supermarket

USVF

be found around the Oudegracht in the city

best-kept secrets of Utrecht – the neighbor-

and go to the farmers themselves! There are

www.usvf.nl

centre. Especially when you leave the area

hood of Lombok. The place has an atmosphere

many fruit farms in the area south of Utrecht

around Neude and head south in direction of

of its own as the main street is packed with

and during summer, many farms put up little

Cricket

Ledig Erf, you come across various interesting

small Turkish and Moroccan boutiques selling

stands at their farms where you can buy the

Kampong Cricket Club

shops that might offer just what your heart

ripe fruit and vegetables at very cheap prices.

freshest fruits. The most important fruits

Koningsweg 59

desires.

The place also has delicious baklava, Turkish

are cherries and apples. These farms can be

bread, and many other products reflecting the

found especially along the N299 from Bunnik

www.kampongcc.nl

Food

rich ethnic diversity of Utrecht. It is defi-

to Wijk bij Duurstede, about 30 minutes by

030-2511 420

Supermarkets around campus

nitely worth a bike ride if you feel like trying

bike.

Volleyball

Albert Heijn

something new. Or maybe, for the foreign-

Furniture

3582GB UTRECHT
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festivals in every city. On May 4th at 20:00

magazine in Amsterdam with awards for best

10 minutes of silence are observed in memory

grass, biggest spliff and so on, plus there’s a
hemp expo and a fashion show.

Before you decide to race off to the yellow-

Xenos

of all war victims (civilian and military) since

and-blue halls of IKEA and buy another Klip-

Xenos offers a great amount of decorations

World War II.

pan, Skruvsta or Bonde, consider the CLF yard

for your room at a reasonable price such as

sale. The Campus Life Forum organizes a yard

curtains, mirrors, boxes, plates etc. Xenos is lo-

Nationale MolenDag

The Dutch version of Santa Claus and on this

sale at the beginning of Fall semester, in which

cated at the city center side of Hoog Cathari-

(second Saturday of May)

day families exchange gifts and everyone eats

furniture from graduating students is sold to

jne shopping mall.

Nearly every working windmill in the country

a lot of ‘pepernoten’.

the new freshmen. Keep an eye on posters
and your e-mailbox to see when and where
the yard sales are taking place. Good for the
environment and good for your wallet!

Sinterklaas (5th of December)

opens its doors to visitors. The nicest place to

Outside of Utrecht:
Dutch Holidays and
Festivals

IKEA

Lowlands (Mid August)

be on MolenDag is Kinderdijk.

Alternative music festival and cultural megaOerol (every year in June)

bash with campgrounds for the masses.

A wild artsy party piercing the otherwise
unflappable northern façade of Terschelling

All right, if the yard sale didn’t offer what

Since you are here in the Netherlands, you can

you needed, you can still run off to this lovely

experience bits of Dutch culture and tradition

Dutch company that pretends to be Swedish

during the national festivals:

Island for 10 days towards the end of June.

Memorable
Museums

The North Sea Jazz Festival (mid-July)
If you plan to spend your summer in The Neth-

Exceptional museums can be found through-

in Leiden). IKEA offers durable furniture at

Carnaval

erlands, The North Sea Jazz Festival in Rotter-

out the Netherlands. The following are some

a good price, which is probably the reason

(weekend before Shrove Tuesday – February/March)

dam is one of the world’s most respected jazz

of our most beloved:

why campus units are already stacked with

Although originally a Catholic feast, it is a

events drawing some of the best musicians on

Klippans and Poängs. IKEA is located in the

series of days of uninhibited drinking, dancing

the planet.

south of Utrecht, and can easily be reached

and street music.

(officially IKEA Holding has its headquarters

Kroller Muller Museum, Otterloo, park
Hoge Veluwe

The Gay Pride Parade

by car via the A12 highway. To get to IKEA

www.kmm.nl

by bus, you need to take bus 4 to Central

Koninginnedag (April 30th)

(the first Saturday of August)

Station, and then take bus 7 to bus stop ‘Zee-

A national celebration of the former queen’s

The only water-born gay parade in the world,

Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam

lantlaan’.

birthday on which everybody dresses in or-

with lots of pride showing on the outlandish

www.rijksmuseum.nl

ange, goes out into the streets, drinks and has

floats.
Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam

Blokker

fun. The night before Koninginnedag is cel-

Blokker is specialized in all kinds of useful

ebrated intensively in Utrecht, while the place

The Grachtenfestival (August)

domestic appliances such as vacuum clean-

to be on Koninginnedag itself is Amsterdam!

5 days of free classical concerts in courtyards

www.vangoghmuseum.nl

and private canal-side homes as well as on the

Mauritshuis, The Hague

like. Also, it offers many cups, towels and

Bevrijdingsdag (May 5th)

Amsterdam canals themselves.

www.mauritshuis.nl

anything else that might come in handy in

The Dutch Liberation Day from the Second

Cannabis Cup (November)

running a household. The nearest Blokker is at

World War, it’s celebrated with free music

A marijuana festival hosted by High Times

ers, heating irons, Senseo-machines and the
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give more information on topics introduced in

viously, it is also completely understandable if

UCSA’s daily updates.

you hate sites such as Facebook, in which case

Nederlands Architectuur Intituut, Rotterdam
www.nai.nl

2011 - 2012

you should feel absolutely no obligation to
www.ucu.uu.nl

join since on this little campus most informa-

This site is the external website of UCU.

tion will come your way anyway.

Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, Rotterdam

Although it is mainly used as a promotional

www.boijmans.nl

website to get new students to sign up, it still

www.uu.nl/library

contains some information that is quite useful

This is the website-URL of the UB the Utrecht

Groninger Museum, Groningen

for you, for instance the academic calendar

University Library. On the website, you can

www.groningermuseum.nl

and the course listings with additional infor-

look up which books are available in which

mation on what courses are given and what

library, order them, and have them delivered

they encompass.

to any of the library locations throughout

Netherlands Scheepvaartmuseum, Amsterdam
www.scheepvaartmuseum.nl

Utrecht. In addition, this website offers a
http://intranet.ucu.uu.nl

direct link to the search engine Omega, which

Zuiderzeemuseum, Erkhuizen

The intranet is the internal website of UCU

will help you find articles from most major

www.zuiderzeemuseum.nl

and is only to UCU students and staff. The

scientific papers, which makes this website a

intranet is a very useful website where you will

valuable asset to your student life.

Dutch Open Air Museum, Arnhem

find a complete and structured overview of all

http://www.openluchtmuseum.nl/

forms (such as minor declarations, requests

intercon.science.uu.nl/software

to the director of education, class admittance

This is a URL that allows any UU student ac-

and whatnot). Furthermore, it provides ad-

cess to computer program downloads that

ditional information on special tracks such as

prove to be useful in student life. For example,

pre-med, exchange, internships and personnel.

it offers full versions of the Windows operat-

Overview of
Resources

Student Perspectives | Student Handbook

ing system, and versions of Microsoft Office,
www.ucstudents.nl

http://www.ucuniverse.com

and it also provides programs such as Paint-

This is the homepage of ASC. Here you can

UCUniverse is UCU’s online platform where

shop Pro and SPSS. You can log in to this site

find the second-hand book sales, the intern-

students and alumni and staff can create

using your solis-ID and solis-password.

ship database and updates on whatever issues

profiles. The website contains CVs and intern-

ASC is working on.

ships.

www.ucsa.nl

http://www.facebook.com

This site is the homepage of UCSA. You can

Facebook is widely used amongst UCU-

find information about what committees there

students. Most parties and committee events

are on campus and the events that they have

are announced on Facebook, so having an

planned for you. Most often the site is used to

account can help you know where to go. Ob-
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Management team

Prof. dr. Rob van der Vaart
Dean
r.j.f.m.vandervaart@uu.nl

Prof. dr. Rob van der Vaart

Fried Keesen, MSc
Director of Education
f.j.m.keesen@uu.nl

Fried Keesen, MSc

Bettina Nelemans, MA
Managing Director
b.m.nelemans@uu.nl

Bettina Nelemans, MA
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Heads of
Department

Fellows

Prof. dr. Orlanda Lie

Humanities
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Head of the Humanities Department
o.s.h.lie@uu.nl

Dr. Mary Bouquet
Art History, Museum Studies
m.r.bouquet@uu.nl

Prof. dr. Johannes Boonstra

Head of the Science Department

Prof. dr. Jeroen Bons

j.boonstra@uu.nl

Literature, Classics
j.bons@uu.nl

Prof. dr. Aafke Komter

Prof. dr. Jan van Ophuijsen

Head of the Social Science Department

Philosophy

a.e.komter@uu.nl

j.m.vanophuijsen@uu.nl

Prof. dr. Orlanda Lie

Dr. A. A. M. van der Linden
History
a.a.m.vanderlinden@uu.nl

Dr. Mary Bouquet

Prof. dr. Johannes Boonstra
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Prof. dr. Aafke Komter

Prof. dr. Jeroen Bons

Prof dr. Jan van Ophuijsen

Dr. Jos van der Linden
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Prof. dr. Frans Verstraten

2011 - 2012

Science

Social Science

Prof. dr. Jeen Haalboom

Dr. Longina Jakubowska

Medical Sciences

Anthropology

j.r.e.haalboom@uu.nl

l.a.Jakubowska@uu.nl

Prof. Dr. Frans Verstraten

Dr. Christel Lutz

Cognitive Neuroscience

Psychology

f.a.j.verstraten@uu.nl

c.i.lutz@uu.nl

Dr. Gert-Jan Vroege

Prof. dr. Fred Soons

Chemistry

Law

g.j.vroege@uu.nl

a.h.a.soons@uu.nl

Dr. Fred Wiegant

Prof. dr. Frans van Waarden

Life Science

Political science

f.a.c.wiegant@uu.nl

f.vanwaarden@uu.nl

Prof. dr. Cristiane de Morais Smith

Prof. dr. Jan van Weesep

Physics

Geography

c.demoraissmith@uu.nl

j.vanweesep@uu.nl
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Prof. dr. Cristiane de Morais Smith

Dr. Fred Wiegant
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Dr. Gert-Jan Vroege

Prof. dr. Jeen Haalboom

Prof. dr. jan van Weesep

Prof. dr. Fred Soons

Dr. Christel Lutz

Prof dr. Frans van Waarden

Dr. Longina Jakubowska
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Tutors

Dr. Laura Basu
Literary Studies
l.s.basu@uu.nl
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Dr. Jocelyn Ballantyne
(senior tutor)
Linguistics
j.c.ballantyne@uu.nl

Dr. Alexis Aronowitz
Crimonology
a.a.aronowitz@uu.nl

Dr. Floris van der Burg
Philosophy
f.g.vanderburg@uu.nl

Dr. Gaetano Fiorin
Linguistics
g.fiorin@uu.nl

Mr. dr. Antoinette Hildering
Law
a.hildering@uu.nl

Dr. Christine Böhmig
Medical Anthropology
c.bohmig@uu.nl

Tatiana Bruni, MA
Italian
t.bruni@uu.nl

Dr. Marjolein Kammers
Cognitive Neuroscience
m.p.m.kammers@uu.nl

Dr. Kate Kirk
Social Anthropology
k.m.kirk@uu.nl

Dr. Christel Lutz
Psychology
c.i.lutz@uu.nl
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Dr. Rosemary Orr
Linguistics, Cognitive Sciences
r.orr@uu.nl

Dr. Patricia Post-Nievelstein
Biology
p.f.e.m.post@uu.nl

Dr. Chiara Robbiano
Philosophy
c.robbiano@uu.nl

Dr. Anton van de Ven
Mathematics, Physics
a.e.m.vandeven@uu.nl

Dr. Gerda van Rossum
Biology, (Bio) Chemistry
g.s.a.t.vanrossum@uu.nl

Saskia Spee, MA
Dutch, Linguistics
s.e.d.spee1@uu.nl

Dr. Guido Terra-Bleeker
Mathematics, Physics
g.m.terra@uu.nl

Martin Zebracki, MSc
Geography
m.m.zebracki@uu.nl
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Tijana Zakula, MA
Art History
t.zakula1@uu.nl

Kim Zwitserloot, MSc
Economics
k.r.l.zwitserloot1@uu.nl
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Staff

Sebastiaan Cassé, MA
Information Manager,
Communications Consultant
s.casse@uu.nl
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Mark Baldwin, BA (Hons)
Student Life Officer

Elzelien van Buuren, MA
Head of the Education &
Student Office, Registrar
e.vanbuuren@uu.nl

Hans van Dijk, MSc
Policy Support Officer
j.a.w.vandijk@uu.nl

Anneke Duijn
Reception Desk Coordinator
a.a.duijn@uu.nl

Lilian Goossens, BSc
Education & Student Officer
e.m.a.goossens@uu.nl

Dr. Bas Defize
Career Development Officer
l.h.k.defize@uu.nl

Maarten Diederix
Housemaster
m.a.diederix@uu.nl

Janneke de Graaf, BA
Education & Student Officer
j.p.m.degraaf@uu.nl

Carla Kist, MA
Exchange Officer
c.e.kist1@uu.nl

Dr. Guus de Krom
Quality Manager
g.dekrom@uu.nl
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Prof. dr. Siegfried de Laat
Vice Dean of International Affairs
s.w.delaat@uu.nl

2011 - 2012

Marja Peursum
Admissions Officer
m.peursum@uu.nl

Drs. Dirk Reedijk, MA
Controller
d.c.reedijk@uu.nl
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2011 - 2012

Elsa van Straaten, MSc
Curriculum Manager
e.vanstraaten@uu.nl

The Landlord deals with all
technical problems concerning
the residence halls. His office is in
Dining Hall.
Sergei Prodolnov
ucu.landlord@uu.nl
The Eurest Catering Manager is
responsible for all meals in Dining
Hall.
Kees-Jan van Spronsen
k.j.spronsen@uu.nl

Ermina Strutinschi, MPhil
Researcher
e.strutinschi@uu.nl

Dr. Marilyn Verkleij
Communications Consultant
m.w.verkleij@uu.nl

Examination Board
Prof. dr. Jan van Ophuijsen (Chair)
j.m.vanophuijsen@uu.nl
Prof. dr. Frans van Waarden
f.vanwaarden@uu.nl
Dr. Guus de Krom
g.dekrom@uu.nl
Dr. Anton van de Ven

Michiel Ruijgrok
Secretary
m.s.ruijgrok@uu.nl

Ingrid Snooy
Education & Student Officer
i.c.snooy@uu.nl

Gisele de Souza
Secretary
g.a.desouza@uu.nl

a.e.m.vandeven@uu.nl
Elzelien van Buuren, MA (Secretary)
e.vanbuuren@uu.nl
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Who to contact?
Admissions

Marja Peursum

m.peursum@uu.nl /
ucu.admissions@uu.nl

Computer problems

ICT Helpdesk

ucu.helpdesk@uu.nl

Damage reporting

Landlord

ucu.landlord@uu.nl

Emergencies

Emergency number

030-253 4444

Financial aid/scholarships

Mark Baldwin

General issues

Reception desk

ucu.administration@uu.nl

General University services

Student Services

7000

Grades

Ingrid Snooy

i.c.snooy@uu.nl

Housemaster

Maarten Diederix

ucu.housemaster@uu.nl

Housing assignment

Lilian Goossens

e.m.a.goossens@uu.nl

Incoming exchange

Marja Peursum

m.peursum@uu.nl

Invoices/billing

Dirk Reedijk

d.c.reedijk@uu.nl

Issues not listed anywhere else

Reception desk

ucu.administration@uu.nl

Lost key

Landlord

ucu.landlord@uu.nl

Outgoing exchange

Carla Kist

c.e.kist1@uu.nl

Registration with the municipality

Marja Peursum

m.peursum@uu.nl

Registration with the University

Marja Peursum

m.peursum@uu.nl

Requests to Examination Board

Elzelien van Buuren

ucu.examboard@uu.nl

Residence permit

Marja Peursum

m.peursum@uu.nl

Social issues/complaints

Mark Baldwin

Transcripts/diploma copies

Reception Desk

ucu.administration@uu.nl

Visa

Marja Peursum

m.peursum@uu.nl

Work permit

Marja Peursum

m.peursum@uu.nl
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What & where
1. ATM ABN Amro / Adriaen van Ostadelaan 22
2. ATM Rabobank / Maliebaan 53

2. Public library Utrecht / Oudegracht 167

Need to know

Nightlife

3. Swimming pool De Krommerijn / Weg naar

1. Dentist K. Winter / Jan van Scorelstraat 51

1. Cinema Camera Studio / Oudegracht 156

2. Dentist Koningslaan / Koningslaan 44

2. Cinema Catherijne / Radboudkwartier 19

Rhijnauwen 1

3. Bus stop Prins Hendriklaan

4. University Library / Heidelberglaan 3

3. Hospital Diakonessenhuis / Bosboomstraat 1

3. Cinema City Movies / Voorstraat 89

4. Bus stop Kromme Rijn

5. University Library for Humanities / Drift 15

4. Municipality Utrecht / Arthur van Schendel-

4. Cinema Louis Hartlooper Complex /

6. Post office / Neude 11

Shopping

5. Police Station / Kroonstraat 25

5. Cinema Pathé Rembrandt / Oude Gracht 73

7. University College Utrecht / Campusplein 1

1. Albert Heijn / Burgemeester Reigerstraat 57

6. University Hospital UMC / Heidelberglaan 100

6. Cinema ‘t Hoogt / Hoogt 4

8. Utrecht Central Station

2. Blokker / Nachtegaalstraat 52

7. Campus de Uithof general practitioners

7. Ekko / Bemuurde Weerd Westzijde 3

5. Mailbox

straat 500

3. Electronics store Media Markt /
Sports & books
1. Sports center Olympos / Uppsalalaan 3
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Gildenkwartier 181

Casa Confetti, Leuvenplein 10-11

Tolsteegbrug 1

8. Oude Pothuys / Oudegracht 279
9. Tivoli / Oudegracht 245

4. Super De Boer / Adriaen van Ostadelaan 40
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